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1. INTRODUCTION

Development of methods for the study of fast gas reactions have

gone on for some thirty years or more. Since it is very difficult to slow

down the rates of very fast processes sufficiently by merely lowering the

concentrations and then following the reaction by some analytical method,

Polanyi introduced in 1925 the principle of interdiffusing two reactants

and examining the steady states of the concentration gradients produced

(1). One particular form of apparatus of which he made wide use con¬

sisted of a narrow nozzle from which issued one reagent, in his case an

alkali metal vapour, usually sodium, into an atmosphere of the other

reagent, often a halide (2). Both reagents were carried in a stream of

carrier gas, usually nitrogen, and the total pressure of the system was

about 10mm or less. His work has made available a systematic set of

data on the interaction of free atoms with molecules.

In the most generally used method, Polanyi studied the extent of

the outward diffusion of the nozzle reagent by exciting the fluorescence of

these atoms, and deduced the velocity constant for the reaction by an

analysis of the effect of the concentrations of reagents and of inert carrier

gas. This elegant technique is clearly not applicable to fast reactions

where neither reagent can be made to fluoresce.

Within the last decade, Kistiakowsky has produced a new method
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Fig. 1 ; The Reaction Vessel mounted on the Mass Spectrometer.
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for studying the extent of the outward diffusion of the nozzle reagent (3).

ThiB makes use of the fact that the varying amounts of reaction occurring

in the spherical reaction zone produce small temperature gradients which

can be studied by a sensitive thermocouple probe. This has been applied

to the association reactions of boron trifluoride and amines. While this

technique (fas wider applicability than that used by Polanyi, it has also

some considerable limitations. Surface reactions on the thermocouple

are quite possible and could be very troublesome if one of the reagents

was a free radical.

By contrast with Polanyi's method it does not employ an analysis

for a specific reaction partner, and there is a considerable need for

methods which can analyse for specific entities within similar reaction

zones.

The aim of the present work was to study the application of a mass

spectrometer to this problem. This instrument has been shown to have

considerable powers of analytical discrimination and requires minute

amounts of materials which can be withdrawn through probes with orifices

of a few microns in diameter. This offers the prospect of making point

to point analyses throughout a reaction zone for the various materials

present, including even transitory species.

The experimental arrangements visualized are shown in Figure 1.

One reagent was to be carried by an inert gas through the cranked tube X
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capable of rotation in the top plate of the reaction vessel. Reaction

would occur with the other reagent supplied in a slow stream of the same

carrier gas to the reaction vessel, analyses being made by means of the

probe Y. If conditions were adjusted so that the reaction zone was some¬

what less than half the diameter of the reaction vessel, rotation of X

would permit scanning of the reaction zone from edge to edge.

One obvious limitation to such a system arises from the possibility

that the sampling orifice in Y would be blocked if a solid product should be

formed. For example, such a system could not be applied to the reaction

of sodium with halides due to the involatility of the sodium halides, or to

the reactions studied by Kistiakowsky.

Since it was considered that the successful development of the

apparatus in Figure 1. would present several difficulties, it seemed desir¬

able to investigate a test reaction involving stable molecules. This would

avoid problems concerned with the generation of transient entities. In

the following parts of the Thesis description is given of the building and

testing of the system shown in Figure 1, together with attempts to apply it

to a study of the gaseous reaction of water and sulphur trioxide which was

thought to have a suitable velocity (4). This study disclosed defects in the

experimental arrangements and some peculiarities of the mass spectrom¬

etry of sulphuric acid which were considerable obstacles to further pro¬

gress. In order to avoid the adsorption and other troubles encountered



with water, sulphur trioxide and sulphuric acid, the test reaction was

changed to the formation of gaseous mercuric iodide from the gaseous

elements. From preliminary studies of the mass spectrometry of mer¬

cury and iodine it became evident that the number of collisions of sampled

molecules with the walls of the ionization box and the inlet tubes had to be

substantially reduced by the redesign of the mass spectrometer ion source

and sampling system. Using the redesigned apparatus a brief study was

possible of the mercury - iodine reaction.

Before describing the experimental work on these topics, a survey

is given of other methods of investigation of fast non-chain gaseous

reactions with particular reference to the work of Polanyi and his collab¬

orators. In addition, fundamental data on the reactants, products and

apparatus are collected together before detailing and discussing the experi

mental work for each reaction.
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2. SOME METHODS OF INVESTIGATION OF FAST GAS REACTIONS

(a) NON-CHAIN FAST GAS REACTIONS

Fast gas reactions may be broadly divided into two classes. In

the first class the reactants when brought together react directly without

requiring any appreciable activation energy and thus the kinetics of such

reactions can only be investigated by devising rapid methods for following

the extent of reaction in short intervals of time. In the second type

reactions occur at what might be called normal rates but active inter¬

mediates - atoms or radicals - control the rate even though their concen¬

tration is minute. It is the reaction of these intermediates with mole ¬

cules and with themselves that are fast. These reactions are not of

immediate relevance for the experimental work of this research and an

account of them has not been attempted.

The first class are generally speaking non-chain processes and

the methods available for studying their kinetics fall naturally enough into

three groups - static, dynamic and stopped flow. Each group will be

dealt with in turn and the respective advantages and disadvantages noted.

Static Methods

These have two difficult problems. Firstly the reaction has to be

initiated. This inevitably involves a mixing problem and possibly one of

rapid heating in addition, which can be achieved either by mixing the



reactant gases and admitting the mixture to the heated reaction vessel,

or by mixing in the reaction vessel and then this can be heated to the

necessary temperature. Both these conventional methods are slow for

fast gas reaction studies - the gases take a considerable time to be mixed

but this can be reduced by working at a lower pressure range and also the

heating of the mixed gases takes about 1 second if the mixed gases are

introduced into a heated reaction vessel. Faster heating can be achieved

by means of a light flash (1), but this is more often used to initiate photo¬

chemical reactions, (3). A shock wave (2) (129) is a more convenient

method of rapid heating.

The second major problem is to follow the chemical change down
-5

to time intervals as small as 10 sec. Spectrophotometric methods

appear to be the most suitable since these are rapid, do not disturb the

system and are selective. The visible and ultra-violet radiation have

been the most widely used up to the present and rapid or sensitive detection

is facilitated with the aid of photomultiplier cells. The more selective

infra-red radiation is limited by the speed of response of detectors and by

the limits of the sensitivity of fast recording detectors (4) (5) and, at the

present time, the study of really fast reactions by infra-red detectors is

impracticable.

Physical methods for following the reactions are, of course,

favoured since they do not disturb the chemical equilibrium. Although it
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is not difficult to translate a physical change into an electrical change

which may be amplified and recorded rapidly, the main difficulty is the

non-selective character of most methods, though, if the reaction being

investigated is simple, this may not be too serious a disadvantage. An

example is the thermal method of Callear & Robb (6) who measured the

temperature elevation caused by a reaction.

Examples of Static Methods

(i) Shock Waves; A shock wave is a positive pressure wave which

moves through a gas with a velocity greater than the velocity of sound in

the unshocked gas, and which is thus of the order of the molecular velocity.

The shock front is a few mean free paths thick so that the translational

and rotational energy of a molecule is increased in a time of the order of a

few collision times. The rates of chemical reactions in the heated gases

behind a shock wave front are best studied with the plane uniform waves

generated in a shock tube. The time resolution of this method is about

3-7yu. sec. So far it has been applied to the study of the dissociation of
nitrogen tetroxide, (2)?iodine, (T^bromine (8) and methyl cyanide, (9).

(ii) Flash Techniques; These enable the direct study of reactions

in static systems in times of the order of milliseconds or less by the

measurement of concentrations of the intermediates themselves. Photo¬

chemical initiation of reaction is extremely rapid as it depends solely on

the rate at which light passes through the reaction vessel. It is also very

specific and is readily amenable to theoretical treatment. The fastest
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reaction that can be studied has a half-life of about by*. seconds. This
method is a fairly general one and although ideally suited to the purpose

of producing atoms and free radicals for subsequent study it is by no

means limited to this type as it can also be used for preparation of super¬

saturated systems for study of nucleation and the study of sols. Another

use is the homogenous elevation of temperature without photochemical

action. The ensuing reaction is followed by absorption spectroscopy,

which is at the present time the most suitable method. Compounds so

studied have included iodine, (10) sulphur compounds (11) and chlorine. (1)

Flow Methods

These are generally easier to handle for it is not difficult to achieve
2

flow rates of 10 cm/sec. or more and thus resolution so far as time is

concerned is not too difficult. The chief problem is how to rteasure the

extent of reaction. This can be done with great difficulty by sampling

and immediate quenching of the system or, more efficiently, by observing

the concentration of reactants or products along the line of flow. Methods

of observing the extent of reaction are similar to those employed for static

reactions.
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Examples of Flow Methods

(i) Relaxation Techniques; This is a steady-state flow process

which has quite simple instrumentation. The method was devised by

Kantrowitz (12) (13) and its principle is illustrated in figure 2. The

mixed gases flow from a reservoir into a wide glass tube in which its

temperature T0 is measured. The gas then passes through a wire 200-

mesh screen which acts as a field of point sources and led to a smooth

laminar flow up to the polished stainless steel tube to the nozzle. This

nozzle was the subject to careful design and is a smoothly converging one

which permits adiabatic expansion with zero entropy change and thus the

heat content of the gas is reduced. The gas mixture emerges in a stream

and retains this character until brought to rest when the kinetic energy of

mass flow is translated into random molecular motion and chemical energy.

The essential feature is that the stopping time can be made very small

indeed and hence the rate of injection of enthalpy very high. From the

relaxation time, which is a function of the diameter of the impact tube and

the gas velocity out of the nozzle, can be obtained a relationship for the

velocity constants of the forward and backward reactions. The limit of

time resolution is very small ca. 0. 02yu second. The instrumentation
is simple and it is not limited to systems in which one component has

strong absorption. Pure mixtures can be used as well as diluted systems.

Two limitations are the large quantities of gas involved and the measured



quantity is characteristic of the system as a whole and is not a specific

rate or a concentration change, (14).

(ii) Diffusion Flame Methods; This consists of allowing one gas to

diffuse into another and it constitutes one of the most accurate general

methods. It was originally applied by Polanyi (15) (16) to the reaction of

alkali metal atoms, in particular sodium atoms, with a wide range of com¬

pounds generally halogen compounds but by no means restricted to these

compounds. One gas carrying a reactant - usually the alkali metal

vapour - i6 introduced through a nozzle into an atmosphere containing the

other reactant in excess - the nozzle reagent diffuses outwards and in so

doing reacts. If the reaction zone is irradiated by sodium D light a

spherical zone of fluorescing and unreacted sodium atoms is observed and

from measurements of the zone diameter a figure for the velocity constant

can be obtained. The original Polanyi technique was somewhat limited in

its applicability and it is interesting to notice that Kistiakowsky (17) (18) (19)

has made the method more general by measuring the extent of an exo¬

thermic reaction in different parts of such a system by means of a minute

exploring thermocouple, which indicates the point to point variation of

temperature in the flowing gases. Since the systems (boron trifluoride -

amine reactions) so far studied by this method have involved only mole¬

cules the method should give reliable results. However, should the system

involve atoms or radicals considerable complications will arise. More



knowledge about the way in which atoms and radicals affect the temper¬

ature of the thermocouple must be forthcoming. As Melville says in his

introduction to the Faraday Society Discussion on Fast Reactions (21)

"There is, therefore, a great need for physical analytical methods that

would permit of an exploration of concentration of either products or

reactants in this type of interdiffusing flow system." A method has been

developed which permits of such an exploration and it is being tested at

present.

Stopped-flow Methods

Many of the advantages of both static and flow methods may be com¬

bined in the so called stopped-flow technique in which flow is suddenly

arrested in a part of the apparatus after mixing has occurred and the

change in concentration followed by a suitable detecting device sensitive

both to time and to the extent of reaction.

This method has been pioneered by Johnston & Yost, (20). Flowing

gases are rapidly mixed in a Hartridge and Roughton type of mixing

chamber and the mixed but not completely reacted gases can then be

isolated in a fixed volume and the subsequent concentration changes with

time followed. This avoids the inherent difficulties of a flow system

which are (i) pressure drop due to flow (ii) mole number change due to

reaction (if any) and (iii) thermal effects due to the heat of reaction, all

of which make it difficult to get results strictly comparable to conditions
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of constant volume and constant temperature. The shortest half-life

measured by this method, using a very short cell and a steel plunger as

a stop-gate, is 0.01 sec.; the use of a steel plunger was regarded by

Yost, however, as giving a rather high experimental error.

(b) POLANY1 SODIUM DIFFUSION FLAME TECHNIQUES.

Historical Development of the Sodium Flame Method

In the development of the theory of chemical reactivity the natural

starting point was the investigation of the simplest type of reaction, that

of a free atom with a molecule. Such reactions required the formation

and the breaking of the minimum number of bonds and thus were more

amenable to theoretical treatment. Further a systematic experimental

and theoretical examination of atomic reactions was expected to lead to

the discovery of a set of rules, which would provide a basis for the under¬

standing of more complex reactions.

The vapours of the alkali metals, in particular of sodium and

potassium, when at a pressure of 1 mm and at room temperature, are

appreciably dissociated and at 200 - 300°C, are mainly in the atomic

state (93) (94). The vapour of an alkali metal would, therefore, appear

to be a suitable source of reactive free atoms with which to carry out

atomic reactions. It has been used extensively for this purpose by Polanyi

and his collaborators over the last thirty years (82) (95) (96) (97).
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Since the reactions of atomic sodium and potassium generally

occur at far greater velocities than can be measured by ordinary methods,

it was found necessary to devise new methods by which direct measure¬

ments of the rate of fast reactions could be obtained.

Haber and Zisch (98) in 1922 studied the burning of sodium vapour

in chlorine, bromine, iodine and oxygen at atmospheric pressure. They

observed that if sodium vapour was introduced in a stream of nitrogen into

an atmosphere of halogen or oxygen, then a small cone shaped flame was

produced and a chemiluminesconce was emitted from the reaction tube.
r —*—r-

This che mi luminescence was later identified as the sodium O line. This

work was continued by Franz and Kallmann who found that, if some mercury

vapour was also present, the spectrum showed, in addition to the sodium

D line, a 2537 A mercury line (99) (100).

Polanyi showed that such reactions might be used to study cherrical

reactivity and in 1925 he showed that there was a relationship between the

intensity of the chemiluminescence and the reaction velocity (101). This

was shown by the method of "highly dilute flames" in which a heated tube

of 100 cm. length and 3 cm. diameter was employed as the reaction

vessel as shown in Figure 3. The tube was kept at 300-350°C and into

one end was admitted sodium vapour at a pressure of 0.01-0.1 mm Hg

and to the other end was admitted halogen or a halogen compound at a

similar pressure. This pressure was arranged to be sufficiently low so
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that the mean free path of the particle was greater than the tube diameter

i.e. greater than three centimetres. The two reactants diffused along

the tube towards each other and it was found that the tube emitted light

over a range of some 10 cm,, and the sodium halide was deposited on the

walls. The length of the reaction zone was found to be proportional to the

cube root of the reaction velocity. The observed chemi luminescence gave

rise to the name of "highly dilute flames". It was observed that the

emission of the Na D line was given in the reaction of sodium with chlorine,

bromine, iodine, hydrogen chloride, mercuric chloride, mercuric iodide,

cadmium chloride, cadmium iodide, phosphorus trichloride and mercuric

cyanide. No such emission occurred with TiCl, Til, AICI3, or any organic

halogen compound. From the reaction velocity it was calculated that one

collision in one hundred leads to reaction and only for HC1 was it noticeably

less (1 in 10, 000). In the reaction of sodium and iodine a separate dark

zone of 2 cm contained the primary reaction

Na + I2 = Nal + I .

In a second zone of 10 cm length the light emitting secondary reaction

I + Na2 = Nal + Na -t-kV.

took place and on the walls the reaction

Na + I = Nal

occurred. The first two reactions were in the gas phase. This explan¬

ation is based on the observation that the luminescent zone was always
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nearer to the end of the tube from which the sodium entered than was the

precipitation zone - hence the reaction with diatomic sodium was the

secondary reaction. Further proof was given by the fact that temper¬

ature elevation caused reduction in the light intensity. This was to be

expected as temperature elevation causes the equilibrium

Na2 ^ 2Na

to be shifted to the right.

It should be noticed that in 1924 a paper was published (112)

describing the study of the reaction of mercury and iodine by means of a

diffusion experiment that was quite similar to that performed by Polanyi

(36), the main difference being that the diffusion took place in an atmos¬

phere of about 9 mm of nitrogen. The apparatus consisted of a closed

long tube with mercury and iodine contained at opposite ends. A deposit

of mercuric iodide was formed where the diffusing gases met and although

this method was only applied to a study of diffusion coefficients the parallel

to the method of "highly dilute flames'* is clear.

A year later the experimental method was modified (102) as it was

found that the amount of light emitted was greatly increased by using the

method of "nozzle flames". In this a 3 mm diameter tube was used to

introduce one constituent into the centre of the 3 cm diameter tube (see

Figure 4), usually the halogen being introduced through the axial tube. In

this early work considerable attention was paid to the spectral distribution



of the chemiluminescence (103) (104) (105) and, at this stage, relatively-

little to the rates of reaction.

It was realised that the free atoms produced in the primary-

reaction should be effective in the initiation of a chain reaction such as

that involved in the reaction of hydrogen and chlorine

H2 + CI = HC1 + H

Cl2 + H = HC1 + CI etc.
This was found to be the case (106) (107) (108) (109) and by using a stream

of sodium vapour injected into a mixture of hydrogen and chlorine it was

estimated that the amount of HC1 formed was up to 10, 000 times the

amount of NaCl (106) (107). The possibilities of this were realised and it

was applied as a method for the halogenation of hydrocarbons; patents

were taken out for this process in 1927 (109) (110) (111). The method

used was to bring the gaseous halogen into contact with the hydrocarbon

mixed with a little vapour of a compound such as an alkali metal, arsenic,

phosphorus, cadmium or zinc which facilitated the desired reaction by

initiation of a chain reaction.

In a series of papers published in 1928 (22) (23) (24) (25) (36)

Polanyi reviewed the methods which were at that time available for the

determination of the velocity of reaction of sodium atoms and the type of

behaviour observed was used to classify diffusion flames into two types.



Class 1 ; This had the following characteristics

(a) luminescence curve of the nozzle flame was much broader than the

precipitation curve, (b) increase of temperature of the reaction zone

decreased the luminescence, (c) the light yield increased with sodium

concentration more rapidly than the concentration, and (d) if the reaction

was carried out in the presence of hydrogen, hydrogen chloride was

formed. This type of reaction was given by sodium or potassium reacting

with a halogen or a halogen cyanide.

Class 2 ; This had the following characteristics:-

(a) luminescence curve of the nozzle flame coincided with the precipitation

curve, (b) increase of temperature of the reaction zone did not affect the

intensity of the luminescence, (c) the light yield increased with the con¬

centration less rapidly than the concentration, and (d) hydrogen chloride

was not formed if hydrogen was present in the reaction vessel. This type

of reaction was given by sodium or potassium reacting with a mercury

halide or with a sulfonyl halide.

The following mechanisms were put forward to explain the observed

facts:-

Class 1 ; Primary reaction was in the gas phase without lumin¬

escence

Na + Cl2 = NaCl + CI + 35 kcal.
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Secondary reactions (a) in gas phase with luminescence

CI + Na2 = NaCl + Na + hO + 75 kcal

(b) at walls without luminescence

CI + Na = NaCl,

The light was produced in reaction (a) by the collision of an energy rich

ion-pair of sodium chloride with a sodium atom that has not participated

in the reaction. This mechanism was confirmed by the observation (26)

that in highly dilute flames the luminous zone was displaced by five or six

centimetres towards the sodium side of the zone of precipitation.

Class 2 : Primary reaction was in the gas phase wthout lumin¬

escence

Na + HgCl2 = NaCl + HgCl + 25 kcal.

Secondary reaction

Na + HgCl = NaCl + Hg + hV +53 kcal.

The energy rich sodium chloride ion-pair excited a sodium atom as

above. The essential difference between the two types was tint the first

type required the production of free halogen atoms and the presence of

diatomic sodium molecules whilst the second type requires neither. The

intensity of the luminescence of the sodium chlorine flame fell off

exponentially with the increasing temperature and this was used as a

source of data on the dissociation of diatomic sodium, giving a value for

the heat of dissociation of 18-2 kcal. A calculation showed that in the
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flame the reaction between free atoms and molecules went at every

collision whilst the reaction of sodium and chlorine atoms in the gas

phase did not go at a rate of more than one collision in ten thousand.

The study of highly dilute flames was continued in the following

years by Polanyi (27), Ootuka (28) (29) and especially by Schay (30) and

his collaborators. Among the reactions investigated were those of

sodium vapour with halogen hydrides (31), cadmium halides (27), tin

halides (32) and mercuric compounds (28); the reactions of potassium vap¬

our with the halogens (29) (33) (34) (12) halogen halides (31) and with other

halides (35) were also investigated. An improved apparatus was de\ised

by Ootuka (29) in which an 80 cm long tube was employed as the reaction

chamber and the sodium was vapourised by means of a furnace surround¬

ing the lower end of the reaction chamber (which was arranged vertically)

and the halogen introduced by means of an axial tube of 5 mm diameter at

the top.

In 1930 a new and important advance was made by Polanyi who

introduced the "diffusion flame method". (15) This was really a develop¬

ment of the nozzle flame technique; in the new method sodium vapour

mixed with nitrogen as a carrier gas was introduced through a nozzle into

an atmosphere of halogen and carrier gas. The effect of the carrier gas

is to slow down the diffusion and as a result a spherical diffusion flame is

formed as shown in Figure 5. This method had several advantages since
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the uncertain effect of the wall was eliminated, and also it was applicable

to a wider range of reaction velocities than were the earlier methods. The

diameter of the flame was inversely proportional to the square root of the

partial pressure of the halogen compound and under controlled conditions

it provided a means of determining the rate of reaction. This method was

also applicable to compounds that on reacting with sodium vapour did not

give rise to a che mi luminescence; in such cases a sodium resonance

lamp was employed to make the flame visible. This method was applied

to the study of the rates of reaction of sodium with alkyl halides (15) and

from the results some general rules were developed; it was found that

iodides reacted faster than bromides and bromides reacted faster than

chlorides. The rate of reaction was increased by increasing the number

of halogen atoms on the carbon atom. Substitution of other groups for

hydrogen also increased the rate. It was observed that if hydrogen was

used as the carrier gas then the methyl radical formed by the reaction

Na + CHjBr = NaBr + CHy
would react with the hydrogen to form methane. This method was applied

to many related compounds e.g. the halogen hydrides (37), cyanogen and

the cyanogen halides (38).

An important paper by Hartel, Meer and Polanyi in 1932 gave

results for the reaction of sodium vapour with a vey wide range of alkyl

chlorides using the diffusion flame method. It was pointed out that this
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method of determining the velocity of gas reactions of sodium vapour did

not give accurate values for the absolute velocity coefficient, but it was

satisfactory for comparative purposes (39). The effect of lengthening

the carbon chain and of other structural changes was discussed. In the

same year Polanyi (40) compared the reactions of sodium vapour with

other organic chemical reactions such as

OH- + R'OR = R'OH + R~ .

The products resulting from the reactions with organic halides was

discussed in several papers (41) (42) (43) (44). In particular the reaction

of the free radicals so produced was investigated by use of a double nozzle

apparatus (see Figure 6). In this the products of a normal sodium flame

reaction were swept through another nozzle into a second reaction zone.

The free radicals could be made to react with a halogen such as chlorine

and the free chlorine atoms so produced used to initiate a chain reaction

with the carrier gas of methane or hydrogen. Alternatively, iodine was

used instead of chlorine and in this case the reaction products could be

isolated by the use of a cold trap. Using the double nozzle apparatus it

was possible to demonstrate the presence of free radicals at distances of

up to eight centimetres from the point of formation. Increase of temper¬

ature or of sodium pressure resulted in a decrease in the amount of free

radicals formed. Hartel (44) used the free radicals so produced to pre¬

pare diphenyl and dibenzyl in 90% yield. Also quantitative estimates of
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radical dime is by Haresnape (45) and Walker (46) have been reported.

Heller (47) (48) made a careful study of the sodium diffusion flame

method and determined the conditions that have to be satisfied in order to

obtain quantitative results from the method. He stressed the importance

of the problem of determining the effect of atmosphere depletion. This

is discussed in greater detail in a later section (see section fy/^page '7y).

Heller's work gave a new lease of life to the diffusion flame method and in

following years Bawn and Evans considerably extended its field of applic¬

ation. They studied the reaction of sodium vapour with hydrogen and

deuterium chlorides (49), the oxides of nitrogen, nitromethane, ethyl

nitrate, amyl nitrate and oxygen (50) (51) (52).

In 1934 Frommer and Polanyi (53) introduced the "life period

method" which was applicable to a wider range of reaction velocities than

was the case with the diffusion flame method which did not include the

fastest reactions in which not less than one collision in ten is effective.

The new method had the main experimental features of the diffusion method

but it was based on the observation and determination of a different set of

measurements and led to a different value of the reaction constant from that

obtained in the earlier results. In the new method the sodium flame was

photographed (see Figure 7) and the sodium concentration at different
a i

points in the flame estimated from the density of the photographic image.

This was, however, a very laborious procedure and it was soon



improved. The first improvement was the replacement of the very

inconvenient indirectly excited sodium resonance light by the use of a thin

layer of directly excited sodium vapour (54) as the illuminant. This

modification also reduced the time required for exposure from ten to one

minute^ (55). A more significant modification resulted from the investig¬
ation by Fairbrother and Tuck (56) into the possibility of the measurement,

by a photoelectric method, of the absorption of resonance light by a metal

vapour. This was applied to the sodium flame method by Warhurst (57)

who investigated the reaction of sodium vapour with bromobenzene.

From about 1940 onwards the use of the sodium diffusion flame

techniques appeared to divide into two groups. One group continued to

use it as a means for studying the rates of reactions and the other group

used it as a method of preparing free radicals relatively free from other

atoms. The second class is discussed here first as it is of lesser import¬

ance from the point of view of the present research.

Bawn was one of the more prominent early workers in this field; in

1939 he studied the stability of biradicals which had been produced by pass¬

ing a stream of sodium vapour into an atmosphere of halogen compound, (58).

He also studied the trimethylene radical (59) and the detection of free radi¬

cals by metallic mirrors (60). Work has also been done on alkyl radicals

(61) and a Canadian school, headed by LeRoy hae studied vinyl radicals (62)

as wdl as other aspects of the sodium diffusion flame (63) (64) (65) (66).
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other workers have investigated the reactions of trifluoromethyl radicals

(67), alkyl radicals (68) and the mechanism of the Wurtz reaction (69).

In the first group, work has been on the reaction of sodium with

polyhalogenated methane derivatives (70) by Warhurst and his fellow

workers who have done most of the recent work on the sodium diffusion

flame, Work has also been done on the rates of reaction with aromatic

compounds including some fluorides in an attempt to determine the effect

of substitution on the rate of reaction with a halogen atom attached

directly to the ring (71) (72) (73). Other studies have been on the reaction

with organic fluorides (74) and also on the rate of reaction with aromatic

halides (75). Some simple aromatic compounds such as nitrobenzene,

phenol and aniline have also been examined (76). Evans has studied the

reaction of unsaturated halides (77) and an American school has recently

improved the theory (78) and studied the reactions of fluorinated methyl

chlorides (77) (83). They have also improved flame shape and experi¬

mental conditions by use of a spherical source (80) consisting of a hollow

sphere perforated with holes. This has the effect of eliminating stream¬

ing and the two reactants mix by diffusion.
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The Method of Highly Dilute Flames

The alkali metal vapour was allowed to diffuse down a long glass

tube towards halogen vapour diffusing in the opposite direction. The

pressure of the reactants was so low that the nnean free paths were greater

than the diameter of the tube, and under these conditions the gases mixed

solely by diffusion. As the sodium vapour penetrated the halogen its

partial pressure fell off to zero as it was consumed by reaction, and

similarly for the halogen diffusing in the opposite direction, (see Figure

1 opposite page 14- ). Over a region of some ten centimetres in the

middle part of the tube light was evolved (hence the name of highly dilute

"flame") and precipitation occurred.

Experimental Details; The apparatus used by the early workers

(26) (36) was a long tube, 100 cm in length and 3 cm in diameter, surrounded

by a heating jacket. Two arrangements were used to obtain the shape of

the precipitation curve; in one case, illustrated in Figure 3, a series of

glass rings 2.75 cm in diameter and each 20 mm long were introduced

into the reaction chamber and the deposit collected on these rings. After

the experiment the deposit on each ring was weighed and from this data

was plotted the precipitation curve. In the second case, also illustrated

in Figure 8, a glass rod of 14 mm diameter was introduced into the reaction

chamber and on this rod were placed a series of glass rings of 16 mm di¬

ameter and 6 mm length. The results were obtained as in the first case.
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The form of the resulting curves are shown in Figure 3 and from

the precipitation curve it was possible to calculate the reaction velocity

as shown below. An alternative method for finding the form of the

precipitation curve was by measurements of the opacity by optical

methods.

The shape of the intensity of the luminescence curve was obtained

from the results of microphotometry of a photograph. The non-coincid¬

ence of the precipitation and luminescence curves is shown in Figure 9,

illustrating the shift of the precipitation curve relative to that of the light

intensity.

Calculation of the Rate Constant of the Reaction; In Figure 3 the

curve U represents the product P^Pg and if the reaction was bimolecular
it should be proportional to the rate of reaction. The main point of the

method was the determination of the rate constant from the breadth of the

curve. That such a relation should exist was clear from the fact that the

slower the reaction the farther the two reactants will diffuse into each

other before being completely reacted.

The exact relation is not derived here (see reference 16) but the

result is given, namely

1- - 27 1k " 73ID 2qUk^k g

where k is the rate constant of the reaction, and k^ are the diffusion
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resistances of the two reactants and are related to the Knudsen conduct¬

ances for the gas and the dimensions of the reaction vessel involved, q is

the cross sectional area of the tube, U is the amount of reaction and b is

the 'half-breadth' of the curve U. The form of the curve U is obtained

from the precipitation curve.

This method is suitable for the study of reactions that go at not

less than one collision in one hundred and which are not sensitive to the

effect of the walls of the reaction vessel; for such reactions Polanyi (17)

and Schay (30) have obtained a considerable amount of information.

The Method of Nozzle Flames; This was an important modification

of the method of highly dilute flames. One of the two reacting gases,

usually the halogen, was introduced through a tube into the centre of the

reaction vessel as shown in Figure 4, the reaction then being followed as

described above. The advantage of this arrangement was the considerable

increase in the light yield from about 0.5 per cent to 35 per cent, which

enabled more accurate photometry to be performed. Polanyi (23) also

investigated the effect of added nitrogen on the chemiluminescence using

the apparatus shown in Figure 10, which was an intermediate between the

method of nozzle flames and the method of diffusion flames described

below.
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The Method of "Diffusion Flames"

A stream of carrier gas was passed over the surface of the molten

alkali metal as shown in Figure 5 at such a rate that it became saturated

with the metal vapour at the temperature employed. This stream of gas

passed through a jet into the reaction zone in which was the halogen com¬

pound mixed with carrier gas and in considerable excess with respect to

the alkali metal vapour. A diffusion flame was created which becomes

the more nearly spherical the slower the rate of streaming of the carrier

gas laden with alkali metal vapour (15). Conditions were adjusted so that

the diffusion flame size was reasonable and did not touch the walls of the

reaction chamber, thereby ensuring that all reaction occurred in the gas

phase and not on the walls,(contrast the method of highly dilute flames):

the effect of streaming velocity on flame shape is shown in Figure 11.

The rate at which gas emerged from the jet was arranged to have some

value such that back diffusion was reduced to a minimum but other factors

had also to be considered (see sec.Ctor« 2. page 31 ).

Experimental Details; The reaction vessel was a glass tube of

about 3 cm in diameter, the metal vapour being admitted axially through

a jet of the order of 2.5 mm diameter giving rise to a flame size of about

1 cm radius. The rate of flow of gas was of the order of 5 x 10"^

mol/sec. The reaction vessel was heated by a heating jacket to about

250°C and the sodium boat a few degrees higher. A sodium resonance
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Fi^ 12 ; Ideal Cross-Section of a Diffusion Flame.
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light was employed to make the flame visible since many of the slower

reactions of sodium vapour with halogen compounds do not exhibit

chemiluminescence. The above experimental details were those used

in the earliest investigations by the method of diffusion flames. The

conditions were considerably modified following the intensive study of

Heller (47) into the diffusion method and these will be mentioned in a

later section (see below).

The flame was viewed at right angles to the tube and the diameter

measured. Carrier gas was usually hydrogen or nitrogen, and, more

rarely, pentane.

Calculation of the Rate Constant of the Reaction; The ideal state

of affairs is shown in Figure 12 in which there is assumed to be no atmos¬

pheric depletion and hence the concentration of the atmospheric reagent

remains constant. The concentration of sodium remains constant in the

jet tube provided there is no back diffusion and once it has emerged from

the tube it remains constant over the region having the radius of the nozzle
was

and then proceeds to fall off. The edge of the flame « taken as being the

point at which the partial pressure was 5 x 10"^mm,such a pressure being

invisible in a blank experiment with no halogen compound present,

drying the pressure of sodium emerging from the jet by adjusting the

temperature of the sodium boat gave this va./ue.
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The velocity constant is calculated from the expression

K = PT^O" ^
(R - r)2 p'

where K is the velocity constant, r is the radius of the jet, d the

diffusion constant of the sodium vapour in the gas mixture, p^ i8 the
initial pressure of sodium vapour (at the jet), pQ is the pressure at the

edge of the flame, R is the radius of the flame and p' is the pressure of

the halogen compound. This expression was derived by Hartel and

Polanyi (15) who made the following assumptions

(a) that the streaming velocity, v, could be neglected,

(b) that the pressure p1 was constant throughout the reaction zone,

(c) that the flame was spherically symmetrical.

Hartel, Meer and Polanyi (39) showed by careful investigations that there

were systematic deviations from the relationship between p' and R given

by the above equation and rejected the quantitative use of the diffusion

flame method, using it only for comparative measurements. Heller (47)

carried out a careful study of the method and determined what conditions

must be satisfied in order to obtain quantitative results from the method.

The expression given above held provided that the following experimental

conditions were fulfilled:-

(i) the distribution of the atmosphere reactant in the flame must

be such that the assumption (b) above holds i.e. the value of v/d must be



below 12 x 10"2m~\

(ii) the halogen partial pressure must be kept so small as to elim¬

inate error through back diffusion of halogen into the nozzle as much as

possible. This condition was fulfilled for v/d values greater than
-2

5x10 if the halogen partial pressure did not exceed a small percentage

of the total pressure in the case of hydrogen or nitrogen as carrier gas

and 10 to 20 % in the case of pentane.

(iii) flames must be between 3.0 and 5.5 cm in diameter. Best

conditions were large flames and small back diffusion.

(iv) the influence of halogen compound on the diffusion constant of

the sodium vapour in the carrier gas must be eliminated. This was made

possible by the use of pentane as carrier gas or in the case of hydrogen

or nitrogen by a stricter limitation of the variation of p'.

(v) the accurate determination of p' must take into account the effect

of slip in the capillaries and also the reproducibility of the sodium

pressure in the sodium oven.

If all these requirements were met then the reaction velocities so

obtained should not differ from the absolute values by more than a factor

of two. It therefore appeared that the diffusion method was applicable to

quantitative work so long as the conditions outlined above were observed;

if they were not observed then the results could only be used in the com¬

parative study of the effects on the rates of reaction of changes in mole-
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cular constitution.

Recent Advances; These have been especially concerned with the

theory of the method and in particular with the effect of atmosphere

depletion on the values obtained for the rates of reaction. Papers on this

subject have been by Cvetanovic and LeRoy (65) (66) in Canada and by

Smith (81) and Reed and Rabinovitch (78) in America.

The latter have also made an experimental modification (80) in

order to try and improve the spherical diffusion outwards from the nozzle.

This was the use of a spherical source, whereby an exact description

became possible and a simple description became precise. Streaming

could be made negligible if the source wasmade large enough. Further,

halide concentration became more uniform than was the case with nozzle

flames. The source employed by Reed and Rabinovitch was a hollow

steel sphere 1.43 cm in diameter, 0.16 cm wall thickness and with twenty-

four uniformly spaced perforations of 0.046 cm diameter.

The developments in theory are discussed in another section ( see

page ).

The "Life - Period" Method.

The life period method had the main experimental features of the

sodium diffusion flame method but was based on a different set of measure¬

ments which led to a different value of the reaction constant.
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Experimental Details; The apparatus employed was shown in

Figure 7. Sodium vapour was introduced through a nozzle into a reaction

chamber £illed with an excess of the gaseous halogen compound. A flame

was formed in the same way as in the diffusion flame method but the

measured quantities were as follows: n, the quantity of sodium vapour

introduced per second, c, the concentration of halogen in the reaction

chamber assumed constant and N, the quantity of sodium vapour contained

in the flame in the stationary state. These were obtained in the following

manner: n was estimated from the stream of carrier ga3 and the temper¬

ature of the sodium bath over which it? was saturated with the sodium

vapour, the concentration c was found from a determination of the flow of

halide gas into the reaction chamber in conjunction with the measured flow

of carrier gas^and the quantity N of the sodium vapour in the flame was

measured by the absorption of light. A parallel beam of the resonance

radiation of sodium vapour was passed through the flame on to a photo¬

graphic plate thereby recording a flame shadow.

Development of the Method; The determination of N from the

integration of the photodensity was laborious and it was soon improved

upon by Warhurst (57) who employed a photoelectric photometer devised

by Fairbrother and Tuck (56). An earlier development also by Warhurst

(55)was the modification of the apparatus to divide the flow of carrier gas

into two, part passing over the sodium and part passing over the halogen.
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He also replaced the very inconvenient indirectly excited sodium reson¬

ance lamp by a thin layer of directly excited sodium vapour (54) and

thereby reduced the time of exposure from ten minutes to about one

minute.

Calculation of the Rate Constant of the Reaction; Consider a small

volume of the flame dV which contained sodium and halogen vapour at

concentrations Cj and c2 respectively. The amount of reaction per second

was dQ given by the equation

where k is the rate constant.

The total amount of reaction per second was obtained by integrating over

the whole flame

This integral is equal to N, the total number sodium atoms in the flame.

Let "n" sodium atoms per second be introduced into the reaction vessel;

then at the stationary state n atoms of sodium per second were consumed

by the reaction and so

dQ kc^ c2dV

Q

n kc2.N

k n .

Nc2

from which can be calculated the required rate constant
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Advantages of the Method; It was applicable to all types of sodium

flame reactions from the fastest to the slowest (c.f. diffusion flame

method which was not applicable to the fast reactions».«. those in which

every collision was effective). It allowed a much wider range of reacting

gases and could be used for all pairs of reacting gases in which one of the

partners absorbs light sufficiently to allow an evaluation of the quantity N

of its particles in the flame based on this absorption.

(c) THE TEMPERATURE PATTERN METHOD

This method was introduced by Garvin and Kistiakowsky (17) (85)

in 1952 who used it to study the rate of reaction of two molecules to form

a co-ordinately bonded compound as exemplified in the equation

BX3 + NR3 = X3B:NR3

The co-ordinately bonded compounds resulting from such a reaction have

been studied quite extensively (86) (87) (88). These reactions were of

considerable interest from the point of view of kinetics since they were

akin to radical recombinations where a single bond is formed.

The Polanyi diffusion flame technique was suitable for the measure¬

ment of the rates of the magnitude expected here. In its original form

this had been limited chiefly to the reaction of the alkali metals as the

method of measurement depended on strong light absorption or emission

by one reactant. Kistiakowsky removed this limitation by determining the
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steady state temperature pattern set up by the balance of heat production

due to reaction and heat conduction. The reaction zone was searched by

a very fine wire thermocouple probe in order to determine local temper¬

atures. The method was suitable for the study of any very fast exo¬

thermic gaseous bimolecular reactions. In particular Kistiakowsky has

studied the reactions of boron trifluoride with ammonia and simple amines.

It is of interest to notice that the reactions of boron trifluoride and

the methylamines (mono-, di- and tri-) have also been studied by another

method, the competitive steady state system which has been developed by

Daen and Marcus (89) (90). If k^ k^ and k^ are taken as the velocity con¬

stants for mono-, di- and tri-methylamine respectively then they obtained

kj : kj. : kj = 1 : 5 : 12

which compares quite well with the values obtained by Kistiakowsky (18)

for the limiting low pressure region

kl : k2 " k3 = 1 ! 4 : 25

and for a more accurate region at 0.1 mm they obtained

kl : k2 : k3 = 1 : 5 : 8
The agreement between the two methods is surprisingly good.

Experimental Details; The apparatus was modelled on that used

for sodium diffusion flames and is shown in Figure 13. The reaction

vessel was a pyrex cylinder 40 cm long and 10 cm in diameter, one end of
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which was drawn down to take a coaxially mounted nozzle and also the inlet

tubes for the atmospheric gas and a Mc'Leod gauge. The other end was

ground flat and sealed to an l/8th inch brass plate by Apiezon putty. This

plate served to hold the thermocouple assembly and also contained the exit

tube for the spent gases. Much smaller nozzles were used than in the

sodium diffusion flame experiments, being 0.09 and 0.05 cm in internal

3 4
diameter. Gas velocity through the nozzle was 10 - 10 cm/sec. All

experiments were conducted at room temperature and for temperature control

the reaction vessel was immersed in a large stirred Dewar filled with water.

The thermocouple was free to move in a vertical plane or to rotate horizont¬

ally, it's position being known to better than t 0. 5 mm and individual temper¬

atures in any run could be reproduced to about 0. 002°C being subject only to

long term drifts in flow rates.

Calculation of Results; This was mathematically quite complex and

it will only be dealt with in outline here. The treatment followed that of

Polanyi in considering the system as a purely diffusional problem ignoring the

mass flow of the gases. An expression relating the temperature pattern to

the rate constant and diffusion coefficient was derived by first obtaining a

formula expressing the steady state concentration of the nozzle reagent and

then using this to solve the temperature problem. The equation below was

obtained

k = (c)Z D'RT
(P) xz
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where p is the pressure in mmHg, D' is the pressure independent factor

of the diffusion coefficient in cm mmHg/sec, R is the gas constant in

3 o
mm Hg .cmJ/mole. K and Xz is the mole fraction of z in the reactor

atmosphere. c is a shape factor determined by fitting experimental

temperature profiles to an equation.

For the above equation to be applicable to experimental reaction
Zones

zones the following assumptions must be met. The ^ must be spherically

symmetrical, the temperature rise must be small, mixing must be effected

by diffusion alone and the concentration of z must be everywhere the same.

Only the last two requirements were difficult to assess. The problem

was basically to prevent depletion of z because of its inability to diffuse

rapidly enough into the reaction zone to counteract consumption by reaction

and against the mass flow from the nozzle.

Recent Advances; There have only been two recent minor changes.

An improved method of admitting reagents and carrier gas was employed

consisting of four calibrated capillaries. A new thermocouple was also

employed with a smaller hot junction. An amplifier may also be incor¬

porated in the thermocouple circuit thereby enabling more dilute reactants

to be employed (18).

The earlier work of Kistiaknwsky revealed the surprising fact that

ammonia was much slower, by a factor of 2.5 or more, than any of the

amines in its reaction with boron trifluoride. In a recent paper (19) he has
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ea re fully re-examined the ammonia reaction and has developed a more

exact theory of the temperature pattern method. The re-examination of

the ammonia reaction confirmed the earlier results.

Garvin and his fellow-workers have branched away from the

temperature pattern method and developed a new technique (84) (91) (92)

which involved infra-red photography of the emission of the unstable

intermediate. It has been applied to the reaction of hydrogen atoms with
t •

ozone which leads to the unstable intermediate OH. A velocity constant

value was obtained by use of diffusion flame theory.

(d) OTHER RELATED FLAME INVESTIGATIONS

Studies of the chemistry of flames have been reported by many

workers. Faraday (113) studied the precombustion zone of a wax candle

by removing gaseous products from the neighbourhood of the wick and

reigniting them. More recently, Gordon and Smith (114) have studied the

pre combination reactions of a par/*a^fin candle flame in air by using a fine

quartz probe. Samples were collected in flasks and then analysed by a

mass spectrometer. It is to be noted that this technique does not permit

the detection of transient reactive species. The same workers have

applied the method to the study of the diffusion flames of methane (115) and

the simple alcohols (116) (117) in air.

The mechanism of flames have been investigated in several ways.
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Friedman and his co-workers (118) have studied temperature profiles in

low pressure flat flames since a knowledge of such profiles can give an

insight into the chemical kinetics of the processes whereby thermal

energy is released in the flame. The thermocouple employed was an

improved version of the one used by Wolfhard (119). Friedman has

obtained results for propane-air flames (118) (120) (121) and also for

carbon monoxide flames (122). Another approach was made by Wolfhard

and Parker (123), who have examined the various zones of a diffusion

flame spectroscopically on the basis of a deepening absorption as the

flame was probed from the flame centre towards the edge. A wide range

of pressures were employed and the conclusion was drawn that pyrolysis

must play arole in the mechanism of burning to an extent that they were

unable to determine.

The detection of short lived entities in flames was attempted first

by Eltenton (124) and later by Foner and his co-workers (125) (126). The

apparatus used by Eltenton is shown diagrammatically in Figure 14.

Variation of the distance of the flame from the mass spectrometer leak

was possible in a vertical direction. Different horizontal sections of a

flame were studied by using a pulsed flame with a cycle of two and a half

minutes. Several free radicals were detected but possible flame processes

were not studied, the object of the investigation being the improvement of

the method rather than a study of the mechanism. Foner and his co -
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workers employed a basically similar apparatus as shown in Figure 14,

the main difference lying in the use of a molecular beam gas sampling

system as a means of obtaining a sample without collision with the walls of

the inlet to the mass spectrometer, and thus avoiding loss of free radicals

by reaction with the walls. Hydroxyl radicals were successfully detected

by Foner, which had not been the case with the earlier work of Eltenton.

Another method is the infra-red photography of a reaction zone

which has been developed by Garvin and his co-workers (91) (92) and

applied to a study of the reaction of hydrogen atoms with ozone. This is

discussed earlier in this section under the heading of the temperature

pattern method since it involves the principle of the Polanyi diffusion flame

technique. A few workers have considered the effects of the probes

employed on the results observed - in particular, probe size (127) and

sampling procedure (128).

All the above investigations have been concerned with flow systems,

and, where a mass spectrometer has been used this has been of a conven¬

tional type. Ouellet and his co-workers (132.) (130) (131) have studied the

reaction of cool flames in static systems with the aid of a mass spectrom-

eter employing rapid scanning, detection and amplification of the spectrum
was

to form a cathode ray oscillograph trace which ie then photographed by a
fi.iO

cine camera. The system employed is shown in Figure 15, and employs
A

molecular beam sampling. The cool reactant gases are introduced into
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the cylindrical reaction vessel which is maintained at about 250°C and

reaction then occurs. Sampling is through a small hole in the apex of a

quartz thimble which is mounted as a re-entrant cone into the reaction

vessel so as to reduce to a minimum the effect of the walls on the reaction

mixture. The molecular stream of gas from the leak is directed through

the ionization chamber of the mass spectrometer at right angles to the

electron beam to a fast high capacity pump. This produces a high intmsity

molecular beam which is relatively collision free. The mass spectrom¬

eter is pumped by a separate pumping system connected to the other pump¬

ing system only by the ion accelerating slits. This arrangement permits

a higher pressure to be achieved in the ionization chamber and thus a

higher sensitivity.
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TABLE|:PHYSICALPROPERTIESOFTHESOLIDFORMSOFSULPHURTRIOXIDE Property

oC-form

Description

ice-like

Probablestructure
3S03(̂S03)3

Equilibrium meltingpoint

16.8

Stability (at20°Cand760mm)
Metastable

form

-form

asbestoslike

asbestos-like

longchainpolymer
longchain crosslinked

32.5

62.2

Metastable

Stable



3. DATA ON SULPHUR TRIOXIDE AND ITS REACTION WITH WATER

(a) PROPERTIES OF SULPHUR TRIOXIDE

Physical; Sulphur trioxide exists in three solid forms whose

properties are summarised in Table / . The three forms do not have the

simple properties usually associated with allotropic modifications as in each

case the melting point and vapour pressure are variable and depend on the

past history of the sample (1) (2) e.g. the Y -form may have a melting

point as high as 95°C if it is highly polmerised. In the course of melting

the and y- -forms revert to the -form and consequently the

melting of the and Y -forms results in a sharp pressure rise

which can be dangerous.

The liquid is believed to be a mixture of monomeric and trimeric

forms from a study of the Raman spectra which suggests that at about 100°

the predominant form is SO3 whereas at about 20° it is (SO^) 3 From the
above it can be appreciated that sulphur trioxide will not be an easy sub¬

stance to inject at a known rate into a carrier gas stream unless calibra¬

tions are performed since the vapour pressure at any temperature will

depend on the forms of sulphur trioxide present.

Chemical; Sulphur trioxide is known to be extremely reactive. In

the absence of moisture it is stated that metals and their oxides are not

attacked at room temperature; with the application of gentle heat mercury
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is attacked and other metals are attacked at red heat (3). It is said to

react with organic matter to form sulphonic acid derivatives, or to form

carbon and sulphur dioxide; intermediate stages of oxidation of organic

substances are also commonly produced.

Sulphur trioxide is usually prepared from the reaction of sulphur

dioxide and oxygen in the presence of a catalyst. This reaction is revers¬

ible and it was necessary to consider in some detail the equilibrium in

order to determine whether sulphur trioxide would dissociate under the

experimental conditions used in the research. This is done in the section

below.

(b) THE EQUILIBRIUM OF SULPHUR TRIOXIDE WITH SULPHUR DIOXIDE
AND OXYGEN.

On account of the great technical importance of this reaction it has

been studied by many workers (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9). Lewis and Randall (10)

suggest that the most careful measurements are those of Bodenstein and

Pohl (4). More recent workers (8) (9) obtain results that agree closely

with those obtained by Bodenstein according to calculations by Stevenson

(H).

Since the heat capacity of sulphur trioxide has not been measured,

purely thermodynamical calculations (10) (12) of the standard entropy and

free energy at 25° for sulphur trioxide have required an arbitrary choice
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of ACp for the reaction

SO, SO- + |o,3(g) 2(g) 2(g)
and the resulting data is thus subject to considerable uncertainty. Steven¬

son's calculations (11) have improved this situation since he obtained the

thermodynamic properties of sulphur trioxide statistically from the avail¬

able electron diffraction (13) and spectral (14) (15) data. The reliability

of his results may be judged by examining the constancy of AH° for the

above reaction calculated from the spectroscopic values of A(G° - H^/T
and the experimental values of A &° . The three more accurate sets

T
of experimental results (4) (8) (9) lead to almost the same average value of

= 22. 97 k cal with a drift of 0. 35 k cal and an entropy value of

®298 = 61.19forSC>3

Gerding and Lecomte (15) preceded Stevenson's work with an

attempt to calculate the thermodynamic properties from their study of the

infra-red and Raman spectra of sulphur trioxide. This yielded S°2^q =

61.09 and A H° = 23.03. Stevenson's results were based on a slightly

different interpretation of the experimental results. A later paper (16)

introduced anharmonicities and thereby eliminated the drift that Steven¬

son's results (11) showed with temperature and led to the slightly different

results of S^g = 61.24 and a A H° = 22.70 k cal with a drift of only

0.06 k cal. The table compares the various results obtained for the



reaction.

Ref. Source 4(? 298(k cal) ^S°298<E-U) AH298(k Cal)

(10) Lewis and Randall 16.23 21.36 22.60

(12) Kelley 15.90 20.15 21.90

(11) Stevens on 16.96 - -

(17) Bichowsky and Rossini - - 23.0

(16) Stockmayer, Mickley
and Kavanagh

16.77 22.53 23.49

If we take the latter set of data as being the most accurate we obtain the

equilibrium constant at 298°K since l

p p2
^ = - RT In K' where K' = 2 "x P p

pso3
where p's are partial pressures in atmospheres.

An alternative route to values of the equilibrium constant is by

extrapolation of the results obtained by Bodenstein (4) for the range 800 -

1200°K and expressed by the equation

log Kc = - 10373 — 2.222 log1()T + 14.585



Since at any temperature T

273K = Kc "p
22.42

1_
T

whe re K
p ■ <v2!

we obtain

log10Kp = - 10373 - -222 l°gioT + 13-500
T

We thus have two routes to the equilibrium constant at 298°K. The res¬

ults obtained for a range of temperatures from the Bodenstein equation are

given below and the concordance of the values for at 298°K from the two

routes can be seen to be satisfactory.

Temperature K log^K log10Kp P
from Free from Bodenstein

Energy equation

Io»10Kp
from Bodenstein

experimental

1000

800

600

400

298 - 24.74

- 0.539

- 3.004

- 7.165

-15.628

-24.31

- 0.634

- 2.992

We will therefore use for the following calculations the values for Kp derived
from the Bodenstein expression.

Various cases are of interest to us in that we wish to know the degree
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of dissociation of sulphur trioxide assuming that equilibrium is reached

These conditions are outlined below: -

(i) Storage vessel: 40 mm pressure at 25°C

(ii) Gas handling system: 0.1 mm at 25°C and 120°C

(iii) Mass Spectrometer: 10"^ and 10 ^ mm at 60°C and 180°C

and will be considered in turn.

Let c< be the degree of dissociation of sulphur trioxide then

2S03 4 > 2 S02 + 02

2(1 - oc ) 2oc

Total number of particles present is (2 + <*■ ) hence

K = <*■ 3 P

(1 - PC)2 (2 +* )

where P is the total pressure in atmospheres.

If the degree of dissociation is small compared with unity this

reduces to

Kp = i- *3 P-
2

Values of from the Bodenstein equation for temperatures of

interest are tabulated below.
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t°c T°K lo*10Kt K

25

60

120

130

298

333

393

453

- 24.32

- 20.73

- 14.05

- 11.62

4.8 x 10

1.9 x 10

-25

8.9 x 10

-21

15

2.4 x 10
12

The table below contains the results of calculations for using expression

(2) i.e. assuming is small, for various conditions.

System Pressure Temperature o^.

(i) Storage Vessel 40 mm 25°C 5.64 X 10-8

(ii) Gas handling system 0.1 mm 25°C 1.93 X lo"7
11 tl (f 0.1 mm 120°C 5.13 X io"4

(iii) Mass spectrometer*

(i) Tungsten filament 10~5 mm 180°C 7.11 X

CM1

O

-7
10 mm 180°C (3.3 X 10"1

(ii) Oxide coated cathode 10"5 mm 60°C 6.54 X 10"5

10 ^ mm 60°C 3.04 X O
I

_5
* Two pressures are quoted (a) 10 mm when SO^ is main entrant gas
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_ n
(b) 10 when SO^ is about 1/100 pressure of carrier gas.

Bracketed since for such values of , the equation (2) is no longer

valid.

From the above it is apparent that the equilibrium dissociation of sulphur

trioxide will not be appreciable except when entering the mass spectrometer

ionization box heated by a tungsten filament. The extent of the effect of

this dissociation on the mass spectrum of sulphur trioxide will depend on

the rate of attainment of equilibrium. This rate is likely to be slow since

the rate of the forward reaction is relatively slow.

(c) THERMODYNAMIC DATA FOR SULPHUR TRIOXIDE. WATER AND
SULPHURIC ACID

It was necessary to obtain values of the thermodynamic functions

A H, AG and AS for these substances. In the following each component

is considered in turn and the available data scrutinised.

(i) Sulphur Trioxide

Much of the thermodynamic data relating to gaseous sulphur tri¬

oxide has come from experimental studies of the contact process (4) (8) (9):-

2 SOz + Oz 2 S03 (a)
in the temperature range 800 - 1200°K. The values so obtained for the

standard heat of formation of sulphur trioxide are summarised below.
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Observer Ref.
Number of

Observations AHf(298)S°3 (g)

Bodlander and Koppen (18) 6 -94.87

Knietsch (19) 11 -93.84

Lunge and Reinhardt (7) 39 -94.36

Bodenstein and Pohl (4) 49 -94.52

Lucas (20) 7 -96.40

Taylor and Lenher (8) 4 -94.46

Kapustinskii et al. (9) 11 -94.52

Another value of 298 ^^3 (r,) was obtained (21) from calorimetric
measurements of Roth and co-workers through a series of reactions involv¬

ing the heat of solution of liquid sulphur trioxide in water, the heat of

solution of sulphur dioxide in aqueous hydrogen peroxide, the heat of de¬

composition of hydrogen peroxide, the heat of dilution of sulphuric acid and

the heat of vaporisation of sulphur trioxide (22) (23) (24). This value was

- 94.35 k cal.

The above set of values of AH° were obtained (21) with the aid of

the free energy functions in the National Bureau of Standards selected values

of thermodynamic properties, and use the value of AH° ^93 = -70.947
k cal for the heat of formation of sulphur dioxide in the reaction
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Srh + °2 (g) = S°2 (g) (b)
which follows from the results of Rossini and Eckman (25). Evans and

Wagman (21) suggest that the best value for

S(rh) + 3/2 °2 (g) = S03 (g) (C)
is

AH°298.16 = " 94-47 4
An earlier paper by Stockmayer et al (16) covers much the same

ground but calculates values of A (G° - H° ) /t from the available

electron diffraction (13) and spectral (14) (15) data. Twovorkers (11) (15)

prior to Stockmayer had attempted this but had been unable to completely

eliminate drift in values of when they applied their results to the

existing experimental data on the sulphur trioxide, sulphur dioxide equil¬

ibrium. Kapustinskii (26) in 1946 critically examined the available data

and makes use of the then recently published data (27) (28) on the specific

heats of the three components of the reaction

S°2 + \ Oz > S03

to obtain the result shown in the table below. He obtains a value for react¬

ion (c) of A H° = -92, 900 cal. The results of these four workers are

tabulated below.



Worker Reference S
298 ^ E.U.

Gerding and Lecomte (15) 61.09

Stevenson (11) 61.19

Stockmayer et al (16) 61.24

Kapus tins kii (26) 62.90

Stockmayer combined his results on the sulphur trioxide - sulphur

dioxide equilibrium with an accurate thermochemical heat of formation of

sulphur dioxide (17) and the accurate entropy values for sulphur (29) and

oxygen (30) to obtain the following constants for the formation of gaseous

S°3

AH°298 = - 94.43 t 0.15 kcal
A G°2 )8 = -88.48 t 0.20 kcal

A S°298 = " 19,95 t °-20e'u'
The National Bureau of Standards in Circular No. 500 (31) quotes

the following data for sulphur trioxide.

A 2 <jg = -94.45 k cal A S£ 298 = -19.90 e.u.

AGf 298 = "88.52 k cai S° = 61.24 e.u.

which is accepted as the best available.
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(ii) Water

The thermodynamic data for gaseous water have been established

with great care by Rossini and the Nationa. Bureau of Standards (31) quotes

for 298°K

A H° = - 57.7979 kcal. ,Ag£ = -54.6357 kcal., S° = 45.106 e.u.

(iii) Sulphuric Acid

As in the case of sulphur trioxide there is relatively little experi¬

mental data available and such as there is, is somewhat obscured by the

numerous recalculations and restatements in recent years.

We have to consider two cases viz. sulphuric acid in the vapour

phase and sulphuric acid in the liquid phase.

Liquid Phase; Grau and Roth (23) studied the heat of solution of

liquid sulphur trioxide and for the reaction

SO, v + aq. > H.SO . 5000 HO■5 U) ^4 2

obtained 41.18 kcal. From a study of the heat of dilution of sulphuric acid

(24) they obtained

h2S°4 (1) + acl* —9 H2S°4* 5000 H2° + 19.96 kcal.
Combining this with a further experimental value (22) they obtained

S°2 (g) + k Oz + aq. —> H2S04. 5000 HzO + 74.84 kcal.
which on introducing the heat of formation of sulphur dioxide (25) yields

S(rh) + 2°2(g) + H2 (g) * H2S°4 (1) + 194.15 kcal
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at 20°C. This also involves the use of a value for

H2 (g) + * °2 (g) H2°(g) —^ (H2°'l
of A H° H^O = - 68.36 kcal, the origin of which is notindicated.
Since the accepted value at the present time (31) is - 68.32 kcal the value

employed by Grau and Roth camot be criticized. The valie of - 194.150

kcal is corrected by later workers to 25°C where it has the magnitude

- 194.120 kcal (32). Bichowsky and Rossini (17) recalculate the data of

Bronsted (33) aid Grau and Roth (22) to obtain the values of - 193.73 and

- 193.75 kcal respectively.

Huffman and Ellis (34) combine the data of Roth and Grau (22) and

Bronsted (33) to obtain a value of A H = -194.11 kcal jusing the value of
-68.32 kcal for A 298**2^ (1) )• Kapustinskii (26) obtains a value
of - 192.693 but this cannot be entertained since it is based on a value for

the heat of solution in water of liquid sulphur trioxide of 21.180 kcals (35).

Morgen in his paper (35) considers the equation

S°3 (1) + H2°(D H2S°4 (1)

and employs

AH£S03 (1) * - 104'2
AH£H2°(1) = " 68"37

AHfH2so4(ir -193-75
and thereby obtains the value of 21.18 kcal. The National Bureau of
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Standards (31) gives = -193.91 kcal, and this will be employed in

our further calculations.

Free Energy of Formation: Kapustinskii (26) is the only worker

who produces a value for this, which is quoted by him from Smith and

Mayer's calculations (36) as being -175,600 calories (but see later).

However, we may also arrive at a value by a roundabout route. The free

energy involved in the formation of sulphuric acid in its standard state (i.e.

at infinite dilution) is relatively well known. The values are summarized

in Abel (37) and are reproduced below.

AG°298 H2S°4aq Reference

- 175.3 kcal (32)

- 176.1 kcal (38)

- 176.5 kcal (10)

- 177.34 kcal (31)(39)

In a later paper (40) Abel excludes the value of - 175.3 in favour of the

value - 176.5 kcal. We will use the latter value in our calculations which

are to some extent covered by Abel's paper. The free energy of dilution

from 100% H^SO^ to dilute sulphuric acid (i.e. in its standard state) is
given by the expression

AG = R T In A
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where A is the activity. Abel in his first paper (37) discusses the activity

and quotes values obtained by him and compares these with previous data

from Harned and Hamer (41) and Lewis and Randall (10). A plot of the

data shows all points to lie on the one straight line. In his later paper

(40) he examines the region of 957o - 1007b concentration. At die azeo-

tropic point from the vapour pressure and temperature he deduces a value

of log A = 8.74 and shows that in this region the activities seem to be tend¬

ing towards a limit of log A = 8.76. This does not seem an unreasonable

deduction in view of the data presented.

It then follow8 that for dilution

A G298 = R T A Saving AG^g = 11.94 kcal.
Hence using this value we obtain a series of values for AG^

H2s°4 (l) and ^ S£ 298 M2SC4 (1) ^tlie latter *rom ^G° = A H° - TAS°)

aGi2«H2S°4(1) A Sf 298 H2S°4 (1)
Reference

- 163.4 kcal - 102.3 e.u. (32)

- 164.2 kcal - 99.6 e.u. (38)

- 164.6 kcal - 98.3 e.u. (10)

- 165.4 kcal - 95.6 e.u. (31) (39)

We can now use the absolute entropies of sulphur, hydrogen and oxygen to
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ca leu late the entropy of liquid sulphuric acid.

These are (31) as follows

S° Sulphur (rh) = 7.62 -C-u.
9o

S°298 Hydrogen (g) = 31.211

S0298 Oxygen (g) = 49.003 «..u.

Hence for the equation

Srh + 2 °2 (g) + H2(g) H2S°4 (1)

which has AS^^g = -98.3 e.u. (corresponding to our accepted value of
_ o

298 H2S04 = _ 176.5 k cal) we have

S°298 reacta",s " 7-^2 + 31.211 + 98.006 = 136.837

•'* S°298 H2S°4 (1) = 38.54 e.u.
o

From the spread of A S, „ „ values it can be seen that the above value is
f 298

not unreasonably far from that obtained by Kapustinskii (26) of S° =
Z7O

33.54 e.u. However, it should be pointed out that the A G value quoted

in Kapustinskii's paper is probably erroneous since use of this leads to a

A S value of - 57.33 e.u. which in turn gives an ®°298**2^4 (1)

value of 79.51 e.u.
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Gas Phase; We may now proceed to a consideration of the gas

phase heats of formation etc. for sulphuric acid. This field has been

very little investigated for the obvious reasons of (i) involatility of sul¬

phuric acid and (ii) decomposition in the vapour phase.

There are two routes to the desired data

(i) Evaluation of the heats and free energy of vaporisation and

application of these to values already evaluated above.

(ii) Gas phase data.

Method I; Abel (37) calculates tables of the molal heats of vapor¬

isation of both the water component and of the sulphuric acid component.

These only extend as far as the 95% acid but this is sufficient to show that

the water component heat in its increase and the acid component heat in its

decrease tend to the same value. Thus at 25°C we have, for 95% acid,

A H vap H2SO^ = 18.3 kcal
/S, H vap H20 = 18.15 kcal

From the other data it is possible to assume that for 100% acid

Ah298 vapn = 18.25 + 0.05 kcal
Thus applying this to our value of -193. 91 kcal for the heat of formation of

liquid sulphuric acid we obtain

AH£ 298 H2S°4(g) = 175.76 kcal
The free energy of vaporisation can be evaluated in the following
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manner

A G298 vapn = _ 4.571 T l°g10P298
o

where p is in atmospheres. The pressure of sulphuric acid at 298 K

was obtained by plotting the log of the vapour pressure (53) against the
-3

reciprocal of the temperature. This gave 5.9 x 10 mm as the pressure

at 298°K.

•'•AG^gVap11 = - 4.571 x 298.1 x log1Q 5.9 xio"3

AG2gflvapn = 6.965 kcal.

760

"298
. o

Applying this to the AG H SOa - 164.6 kcal298 (f) 2 4 (1)
w« obtain A 98H2S04 (g) „ _ 15?.6 kcal

Combination of these values leads to

o

W98 J 298 "2 4(g)

Method II; Bodenstein and Katayama (42) studied the dissociation

/S = - 60.9 e.u, and S H_,SO.. = 75.94 e.u.

of sulphuric acid in the gas phase and obtained the following expression for

the equilibrium constant.

log K = 3.00 - 22,850 + 1.75 log T - 5.7xl0'4T10 p . ^ 10* 4.571 T

from which we obtain for the reaction

S°3(g) + H2°(g) H2S°4(g) avalue
for AH = - 22.85 kcal. This rray be combined with the values obtained

r
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above for

AHf 298 S°3 ,g> = ~ 94.45 k cal.
A Hf 298 H2°(g) = - 57.798 k cal.

and this yields

AHf 298 H2S°4 (g) = - 175.10 kcal.

A free energy of formation value can be obtained in a similar way.

AG° = - RT In Kp

Using the expression obtained by Bodenstein and Katayama and quoted above

we obtain Kp at 25°C.
_ 7

K = 1.826 x 10 . *.loglnK = -6.74
P 10 P

. * . AG° = 4.571 x 298.1 x 6.74 cals

AG°298 (r) = 9,187 k CalS*
Combining this with the known values

^G298 (£)S03 = - 88.52 k cal
AG298(1)H20 = -H''1Ska'

we obtain

AG298 (£)H2S04(g)= -152.342 kcal
which combined with the A H° H SO value vields

298 (f) 2 4 (g) 71
A S°298 (f)H2S°4 (g) = ~ 76'35 e'u* and S°298H2S°4 (g) = 60,49 e•u,
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The data obtained i8 summarised in the table below, jail values refer to
formation of H2S04 ^ j j.

Method AH°298 AG°298 AS°298 S°298
I - 175.76 kcal - 157.6 kcal - 60.9 e.u. 75.94 e.u.

II - 175.10 kcal -152.3 kcal - 76.35 e.u. 60.49 e.u.

We have now calculated the values of all the data we require in our

study of the reaction

SO, , + H O * H SO ,3 (g) 2 (g) 2 4 (g)

and for this reaction we have at 25°C the following values of A H°» AG'

and A S° (in all cases calculated from the two computed sets of data for

gaseous sulphuric acid).

Data from
Q

Method AH A G° A S

I - 23.51 kcal — 14.45 kcal — 30.4 e.u.

II - 22.85 kcal - 9.187 kcal -45.8 e.u.

It is evident from this data that the uncertainties of the thermo¬

dynamic functions for sulphuric acid in the gas phase are the most import¬

ant. With regard to the thermal dissociation of sulphuric acid discussed
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Fig. 16 : The Relationship between the Boiling Point of Sulphuric Acid
and its Composition.



in the next section it is felt that on the balance of the evidence available

that the data derived by Method II must be accepted for the purposes of

calculation.

(d) THE DISSOCIATION OF SULPHURIC ACID TO SULPHUR TRIOXIDE
AND WATER

It is well known that sulphuric acid is miscible both with water and

sulphur trioxide. A plot of the boiling point against composition has the

form shown in Figure . The maximum corresponds to the azeotropLc

mixture containing 98.3% sulphuric acid. Various values are given in the

literature: 98.39 (10), 98.54 (6), 98.3 (43) (44) which at atmospheric
o

pressure boils at 326 C (10). Again various values are given: 317 (6),

338 (44) (45) (46). If any other mixture is boiled water or sulphur trioxide

is given off until the liquid composition becomes that of the azeotrope when

the vapour has the same composition.

This vapour under normal conditions consists of sulphuric acid as

such. At elevated temperatures above 300°C the extent of the dissociation

H2S°4 (g) ► H2°(g) + S°3 (g)

becomes appreciable. Bodenstein and Katayama (42) studied this equil¬

ibrium over the range 325°C to 483°C and obtained values for the equil¬

ibrium constant. This was expressed in the form

logiriK„ _ 3.00 - 22,850 + 1.75 log, „T -5.7xlO_4T
P ~

4.571 T 10
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where T is the temperature in degrees absolute and Kp can be written as

Kp = PSQ3 • PH2Q
"H2 S°4

where p's are in atmospheres.

We may convert from Kp jats^ to Kp t>y the addition of
log 10^0* Tl^8

-4
log,^K . . = 5.88 - 5,000 + 1.75 loglf.T — 5.7 x 10 T.a10 p (mm) ——^— tt10

Although Bodenstein's data was for temperatures above 3Q0°C it is not too

unreasonable to extrapolate to lower temperatures of the order of room

temperature if one makes the assumption that the gases follow the laws of

ideal gases. Abel (37) has quoted a series of values for Kp at various
temperatures, presumably calculated from the Bodenstein equation. He

also states that the range of temperature within which the Bodenstein equa¬

tion holds is not known (40) but suggests that it might be reliable for a fur¬

ther lower range of temperature.

The table below lists values of Kp calculated from the Bodenstein
relationship for various temperatures and also includes the values quoted

by Abel (37) for the same temperatures.
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Temp. C Temp. K Kp from
Bodenstein

Equation

Kp quoted
by Abel (37)
U

25

50

100

150

200

250

300

298

323

373

423

473

523

573

1.826 x 10

4.047 x 10

5.795 x 10

2.598 x 10

0.525

6.012

45. 10

-7

-6

-4

-2

1.8x10

4. 1 x 10

5.6 x 10

2.6 x 10

0.56

5.9

44.7

-7

-6

-4

-2

It is possible to calculate the degree of dissociation of sulphuric acid for

various temperatures and pressures.

By definition

K . PS03- PH20
P

Ph2S04
If be the degree of dissociation then

2 2

Kp (mm) " ^ P = ( ,) Pfmml
(1 -,<) (1 +X) ( 1 - oC 2) ( m)

There are several conditions of interest. These will be considered

separately:-
_5

(i) Ionization box with pressure of 10 mm and a temperature of
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(a) 160°C (Tungsten Filament)

(b) 60°C (Oxide Coated Filament)

In actual practice the sulphuric acid pressure in the box will be less than

10 mm by one or two powers of ten depending on the relative amounts of

acid vapour and nitrogen carrier gas.

From the Bodenstein equation we obtain the values of Kp for these
temperatures.

At 60°C K = 1.23 x 10~5
P

o -2
160 C K = 4.87 x 10

P

Taking the pressure of sulphuric acid vapour (dissociated and undissociated)
-5

to be 10 mm and substituting in the relationship
2

Kp = ( ) P
(1 ~*2)

we deduce that at 160°C xT = 0.99 while at 60°C oC - 0.67.

This indicates that with the tungsten filament we may expect eomplete

dissociation - if equilibrium is rapidly attained - whereas with the oxide

coated filament dissociation is only two-thirds complete.

However, it should be noted that if the total acid pressure is lower

-5
than 10 mm by one power of ten at 60 C then the degree of dissociation is

0.9615, which is considerable.

If the box temperature could be reduced still further - say to 25°C,

then a considerable reduction in the degree of dissociation could be achieved.
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since here <X = 0.134. This would again be increased by any decrease

in the actual total pressure of sulphuric acid.

(ii) Gas handling system with pressure of 0.1 mm at various

temperatures.

Using the values of from the Bodenstein equation we obtain the

following results for the degree of dissociation

Temperature ^p (mm)
Pressure
in mm

<<

180°C 3.10 x 10"1 0. 1 8.69 x10"1

130°C
-3

6.44 x 1 0 0.1 2.46 x 10"1

100°C 5.80 x 1G~4 0. 1 7.40 x 1Q"2

50°C 4.05 x10"6 0.1 6.36 x 10

25°C 1.83 x 10~7 0.1
-3

1.35 x10

This indicates that considerable dissociation might be expected at
o

temperatures much above 100 C when the pressure is of the order of 0.1

mm.

However, all of these results are for the equilibrium position. It

is not possible to say how long it will take to attain the equilibrium but an

estimate can be made.

8t
If the dissociation is 1 order and had an endothermicity of - 22, 850

kcal (2) then we have



which at 300°^- gives

and at 400°K gives

and the latter is quite rapid. However, it is to be noted that the actual

energy of activation could be larger than 22.85 kcals and this would reduce

the value of k. Thi 8 rough calculation does suggest that the rate of attain¬

ment of the equilibrium may be large and as a consequence such equilibria

should certainly be considered in the research.

A certain amount of confirmation of the rapid attainment of equil¬

ibrium can be drawn from experimental observations on the variation of the

peak height of sulphuric acid with box temperature. This was studied

using a tungsten filament and after an initial rise an exponential decay was

found in the peak height. This was assumed to be due to the equilibrium

and it was possible to obtain a log term and to plot this against the recip¬

rocal of the temperature to yield a straight line. The rise of the box

temperature was rapid and as a consequence the results suggest strongly

that the equilibrium is very rapidly attained.

13
W1 = 10 . 10

k -1 = io"3'69
sec

k _i = 10+°*5
sec

-22,850
4.57T
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(e) RELEVANT ANALOGOUS DATA ON NITRIC ACID

With nitric acid we have the thermal dissociation process

2 HN03 (g)« H20 (g) + 2 N02 (g) + 02 (g)

Since the mass spectrum of nitric acid has been described (48) it was of

interest to consider the possibility of thermal dissociation in this case also.

The thermodynanic properties of nitric acid have been thoroughly

investigated by Giauque and Forsythe (47) who obtained the following table

of equilibrium constant values.

TTi
I/K„ atm'3/2

275 3.56 x 10

298.1 1.45 x 104
300 1.13 x 1Q4

350 4.65 x 101

400 4.43 x 10"1

450 2.81 x 10 -2

500 2.06 x 10""3

If we let iX be the degree of dissociation of the nitric acid we have

2HN03 = H20 + 2 N02 + z Oz

2(1 -X) X 2 X \ X

. . Total number of particles present is (2 + 3 <x)
T
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Now

2 |
Kp ~ PHZ o • PnOz * po2

p 2^hno3
Thus

^ 7 3

K = . 4 ~ J} x' ^
4(1 -4C) (2 + |-X )2- fP (1 _ x >2 (2 + |. j 2

where P is the total pressure in atmospheres.

Now if Oi, is small then
7 3 I 3

Kp = *£ 7 . PZ = I x 2 • F7
" 4

T?. 2*

which is to be expected since increase of pressure will tend to reduce the

extent of dissociation.

The latter approximation can be used to give a rough value of .

If this is not small a more accurate value can be obtained from the unsim-

plified equation. A.n alternative method is also available.

* I
Let f { *() = _ Z ,

JTV -<*)2 (2 +§*) 2

then we have

Kp = f ( <*) P
or 3

logioKP = logio f tp<) + logio p2
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This is then applied by calculating f (X) and logjQ f {*) for various
values of and plotting a curve from the data so deduced. Using this

method for the various cases that are of interest i.e.

(i) Room temperature and pressures of 0.1 mm and 1 mm,

o -5
(ii) 450 K and pressures of 10 mm,

we obtain the results tabulated below.

3

T 1/Kp lo®ioKp pmm P lo«lC*

298 1.45 xlO4 — 4.1614 0.1 1.51 xlO"6 1.6596 0.956

298 1.45 x 1C4 - 4.1614 1.0 4.77 xlO-5 0.1601 0.802

450 2.81 xlO"2 +1.5513 10~5 1. 51 x 10 12 13. 3723 0.999

Clearly the degree of dissociation at equilibrium is considerable in the case

of nitric acid dissociation. For our purposes the crux of the matter is the

rate of attaining equilibrium; only if it was slow would it be feasible for

nitric acid to have a parent peak in its mass spectrum.

The Mass Spectrum of Nitric Acid; Unlike the case for sulphuric

acid, nitric acid has been previously studied in a mass spectrometer (48).

The same workers had previously studied nitrogen dioxide (49) and in the

course of their investigations they observed that a mixture of nitrogen

dioxide and water made at pressures of the order of microns did not give
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any parent peak representative of nitric acid. This is to be expected

since at such pressures the equilibrium investigated above indicates con¬

siderable dissociation. They also comment on the need for long condit¬

ioning of the mass spectrometer with nitric acid or nitrogen dioxide. The

paper on nitric acid (48) quotes a mass spectrum and also compares sensi¬

tivity with that of the n-butane peak. Otherwise there is a considerable

paucity of desirable data - the acid used is not detailed beyond being "red-

fuming nitric acid" and no mass spectrometric operating conditions are

indicated.

The interesting point is that a parent peak does exist although only

of small intensity (2% of mass 46 peak). This could be due to several

things:- (i) red-fuming nitric acid is used and thus nitrogen dioxide (mass

46) may be expected and (ii) dissociation of the nitric acid in a manner akin

to that of sulphuric acid under the conditions of the mass spectrometer

source.

However, the existence of the nitric acid parent peak gave us added

incentive to continue the search for the sulphuric acid parent peak which

was eventually found. (See section (s page ).
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Fig, 17 : Apparatus used by Goodeve for the Study of the Reaction of
Sulphur Trioxide and Water.
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(£) PREVIOUS KINETIC DATA ON THE GAS PHASE REACTION OF
SULPHUR TRIOXIDE AND WATER

A search of the literature revealed that very little quantitative

work had been performed on the gaseous reaction of sulphur trioxide and

water. Goodeve and his fellow workers (50) (51) attempted to study the

rate of reaction by a method based on that of the Polanyi diffusion flame

technique, using the apparatus shown in Figure M . Air was sucked

into the system through a sintered glass filter A to remove dust and then

divided into two streams, the rates of which were adjustable by the tap B.

Each stream was dried with phosphorus pentoxide in the U-tube C, the

flow rate measured across the capillary D by the double McLeod gauges

MM, and supplied with reactant in the saturater system of traps E and F

where F was kept at a slightly lower temperature. The gases are filtered

at G before entering the reaction vessel which was 60cm long and 7cm in

diameter. The stream carrying the sulphur trioxide usually entered the

reaction vessel through the nozzle. The reaction vessel was evacuated by

the pump through a cold trap K; the McLeod gauge L measured the press¬

ure in the reaction vessel which was variable by means of the tap H. The

nozzle reagent reacted with the higher concentration of atmosphere reagent

in the vicinity of the end of the nozzle and under suitable conditions a

"flame" of sulphuric acid mist was formed.

Various phenomena were observed depending on the rates of flow



and the concentrations of the reagents. It was found that the Polanyi

formula for the velocity constant could not be applied since the conditions

necessary for mist formation rendered invalid the assumptions used in

deriving the Polanyi equation. However, a rough estimate was made that

one collision in one hundred between the sulphur trioxide and water mole¬

cules results in reaction; this value was estimated to be correct to within

a factor of ten.

The formation of sulphuric acid mist has also been studied by other

workers (52) but with a view to the study of the resulting aerosols

rather than the kinetics of the reaction;which was observed to be very rapid.
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4. SOME RELEVANT ASPECTS OF MASS SPECTROMETRY

(a) GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE MASS SPECTROMETER

If an ion of mass m gm. and charge e e.s.u. initially at rest is

accelerated through a potential difference V e.s.u., it will attain a vel¬

ocity of v cm/sec. given by

|mv2 = Ve (i)

If the ion now enters a uniform magnetic field of strength H e.s.u. , the

lines of force of which are perpendicular to the direction of motion, it

will follow a path which will be an arc of a circle of radius r cm. such

that the centrifugal force balances the force due to the field:-

2
my = Hev or r = mv . . . (ii)
r He

Thus, each of several ions of different momenta and charge travelling a

common path into the magnetic field will, in general, describe arcs of

different radii within the field.

On eliminating v from equations (i) and (ii) we obtain

m - or r = 1_ 2mV ... (iii)
e 2V He

Thus an ion beam initially consisting of ions of various mass to charge

ratios will, in the magnetic field, separate into a number of beams each

homogenous with respect to the mass-charge ratio of the constituent ions.

The earliest mass spectrometers (1) had magnetic fields which
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deflected the ions through angles of 180°C, but mathematical analyses by

Barber (2) and independently by several others (3) (4) (5) indicated that

sector magnetic fields of smaller angles could be used, thus allowing a

considerable reduction of magnet size and thereby of cost. Most of the

recently constructed mass spectrometers have employed a sector of

either 60° after Nier (6) or of 90° after Hippie (7), the decision as regards

sector angle being a compromise between the higher cost of a 90° sector

magnet and the lower vacuum required for the 60° sector instrument since

this has a longer ion path and it is essential that the mean free path of

molecules in the tube be greater than the length of the ion path from source

to collector. The usual pressure employed in a mass spectrometer tube

is less than 10 ^rnm. The mass resolution and the effect on it of many

unavoidable aberrations is discussed elsewhere by Barnard (8) and Duck¬

worth (9) and will not be discussed here.

The ion source is described in the section below. The ion collector

consists of a slit through which the ion beam passes on to the actual

collector plate, which is connected to the grid of an electrometer valve and

amplified to operate a pen recorder.



TABLE 2



Table3L:SomeIonSourceTypes
Type

SpreadinIonEnergy involts.

Reference

Special Requirements

Uses

GasDischarge ArcDischarge SurfaceIonization PhilipsIonization Gauge

1000 10 0.2 25

(22) (23) (1) (24)

Doublefocussing Spectrometer Workfunctionmust
below

Packing Fractions Isotope Separation Isotopic abundanceand chemicalpurity

FieldEmission Photo-ionization SecondaryIon ElectronImpact

20

10-100
0.2-4.0

(19) (20) (21) (25)

U.V.source

Transient intermediates Solidsamples andsurface phenomena General purpose
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(b) THE PRODUCTION OF ION BEAMS

Positive ion sources take many forms depending upon the material

to be studied and the nature of the study. Ideally, the source should

supply a mono-energetic ion beam which is rich in desired ions and free

of undesired ions; in practice some compromise has to be adopted. Some

types of ion source will now be briefly discussed before description of the

electron impact source which is very versatile and has been widely

employed in recent years. Table 3- contains a brief comparison of

some ion sources.

(i) Gas Discharge; This was the principal source of positive ions

used by the pioneers of mass spectrometry (10) (11) (12) (13). It had the

advantage of simplicity but it suffered from being very unsteady and in

yielding a wide energy spread among the ions. As a consequence of these

difficulties it has now largely been superseded.

(ii) Surface Ionization; This involves the use of a tungsten fila¬

ment coated with a salt of the element under investigation - usually with

a view to determination of the isotopic abundance. Inghram (14) has done

most of the work with this source and he has shown that it is applicable to

two thirds of the stable elements and for several of these this type of

source is superior to other types. The most serious disadvantage of this

source is the inevitable isotopic fractionation that occurs in the evaporation

of the material.
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(iii) Vacuum Spark Source; Various types of spark have been

tried, the most successful being the high frequency type which yields an

abundant supply of the ions of the elements comprising the spark elect¬

rodes. Tlis type permitted the first isotopic analyses of the four

elements, palladiurr\indium, platinum and gold. This source discrim¬

inates between elements to a far less extent than does a filament or an

oven and it is being widely utilized (15).

(iv) Arc Sources; These were originally developed to provide

intense ion beams for particle accelerators and in 1941 were applied to

mass spectrometry in the development of large scale isotope separators.

It is not self sustaining since it requires an electron beam for its opera¬

tion. Such sources yield very intense ion beams of about 100 volts

energy, are mono-energetic to about 0.2 volt and can be applied to study

gases or vapours (16).

(v) Philips Ionization Gauge Source; This has the advantage of not

using a heated filament but cathode sputtering and erosion limit it6 life¬

time. It can operate in a relatively high pressure range of the order of

1 0 ^ to 10~4 mm.
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(vi) Field-emission Ion Source; This utilises the desorption of

positive ions from surfaces under the action of strong electrostatic fields.

The ion beam produced is composed predominantly of 'parent' peaks

which makes it highly suitable for the search for transient intermediates

in photochemical, thermal and radiation processes, and also in the ident¬

ification of fragments formed on metal catalyst surfaces (19).

(vii) Other Sources; Two promising sources recently described

are the photoionization (20) and the secondary ion (21) types.

(viii) Electron Impact Source; This was devised by Dempster (1)

but its present form is largely due to Bleakney (17) and Nier (6) (18). This

type of source is shown in Figure , and the principles of the operation

of such a source are described later in section , page . Figure A

shows a Nier-type source (18), whilst B shows the type of source used by

the author.

The ions produced from this type of source are nearly homogenous

in energy, which is due mainly to the fact that since the ionizing beam is

narrow, the ions are created more or less along an equipotential surface

and thus they experience similar drawing-out accelerations. The coll

imating magnet assists by reducing the width of the electron beam still

further and a homogeneity in energy of 0. 05 eV can be achieved (14).

This source may be used with substances that are gaseous at room

temperature or have an appreciable vapour pressure. The main dis
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advantage is that ions are created o£ all the gases in the ionization cham¬

ber. The resulting background, which can be reduced to quite low values

especially by use of liquid air as a refrigerant, is a liability in most

experiments.

When reactive entities are being studied with a mass spectrometer

there is a further possibility of reaction or dissociation within the ioniza¬

tion chamber which may make the analysis difficult.

(c) SOME FACTORS AFFECTING THE OPERATION OF ION SOURCES

Some possible effects which can occur inside the mass spectrometer

and influence the spectrum produced are discussed in the following sect¬

ions. Effects which may occur prior to ionization such as adsorption and

reaction in the inlet system and in the ion source are discussed first,

followed by effects at the moment of ionization such as the temperature of

the ionized molecule, and finally effects occurring after ionization such as

ion-molecule reactions will be discussed.

(i) The Mass Spectrometry of Corrosive Gases,

When corrosive gases are handled in a mass spectrometer, the

chief problems are changes in sample composition caused by reaction and

adsorption on the wall and the breakdown of ion sources caused by chem¬

ical attack which may deposit insulating films on the electrical surfaces.
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Relatively few workers appear to have attempted to handle corr¬

osive gases. One of the earliest papers was by Friedel et al who studied

nitrogen dioxide (26) and nitric acid (27). Other papers on halogen fluor¬

ides have dealt with these equally corrosive gases (28) (29). Various

different effects may result when corrosive gases are introduced into the

mass spectrometer.

(i) Adsorption; The investigators of the behaviour of halogen

fluorides in mass spectrometry have suggested that adsorption can be split

into two parts or layers, distinguished by the fact that the top layer was

removed by pumping for a few minutes while the bottom layer was hardly

affected (if at all). Both layers were deposited very rapidly and equil¬

ibrium was reached in the space of a few minutes. When the lower layer

was complete the surface was said to be stabilized; when both surfaces

were complete the surface was said to be conditioned (29). In work with

hydrogen fluoride it was observed that contrary to most adsorption iso¬

therms the amount of material required to condition the surface increased

with temperature. It has been reported that this type of deposition in

layers also occurs in the case of boron trifluoride in contact with metal

surfaces (30).
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(ii) Reaction; This is the more general of the effects observed.

Most of the metal surfaces in a normal mass spectrometer are contamin

ated with such compounds as water and organic material. This latter

may arise in various ways such as from polymerised hydrocarbons and

accumulation of reactive non-volatile materials from samples and pump

oil. In general the occurrence of such reactions can be demonstrated by

plots of peak heights for successive injections as for example in the case

of CIF^ studied by Hamer and his co workers (29) (31). There are two
distinct kinds of chemical attack (31). The first is interaction with sur¬

face contaminants such as water and organic material. The former gives

rise in the example of C1Fto ions such as , C10? , HC1+ and
+ +

HF while the latter produces peaks over the whole mass range with CF^
as a major ion. The extent of this kind of attack can be reduced by drastic

baking and pumping. The second process is halogenation of the metal

substrate which can give rise to memory effects. The extent of these

kind of reactions in the source region is temperature dependent and can be

reduced by modifying the ion source. Considerable improvement can be

achieved by (i) lowering trap temperature by bolting it rigidly to the box or

(ii) operating under conditions of reduced emission. A further improve¬

ment results from shortening the first slit in the ion gun so as to select

only those ions produced in the immediate vicinity of the molecular beam.

Hamer (31) suggests that the great decrease in C1F intensity which



results from the latter modification indicates that the ion is formed in

the region of the hot filament. If an oxide coated filament could be oper¬

ated under such conditions and not be poisoned it might be expected to

yield considerably improved cracking patterns (see section (iii) below).

The results obtained by Irsa and Friedman (28) and by Sharkey

and his co-workers (26) are qualitatively the same as those outlined above.

In all cases it is advocated that the mass spectrometer must be conditioned

by applying quite high pressures of the corrosive gases to both sides of

the mass spectrometer leak before any accurate results can be expected.

This is generally of the order of 0.1 mm Hg pressure to be applied for at

least eight hours before use although one worker suggests that for his

compounds one hour is adequate (29).

It is therefore to be expected that in attempting to handle sulphur

trioxide and sulphuric acid, two strongly corrosive materials, in a mass

spectrometer system, adsorption and reaction will not be unlikely effects

and conditioning of the instrument will be necessary.

(ii) The Mass Spectrometry of Free Radicals.

The usefulness of this technique is due to several factors; it is

more specific than earlier methods such as the mirrors of Paneth and

Hofeditz (32) or Wrede-gauge methods (33), since it determines the mole¬

cular weight of the free radical, it is less exacting than optical spectro¬

scopy which demands that the radical absorbs in a suitable energy range,



and it is not rendered difficult by the presence of oxygen and other impur¬

ities which can have disastrous effects on the mirror.

The mass spectrometric studies of free radicals fall into two

groups, those in which the free radicals are produced inside the mass

spectrometer and those in which the free radicals are formed inside a

relatively high pressure system and samples are introduced into the mass

spectrometer through a suitable leak. These will be considered separate¬

ly, dealing with the production of free radicals inside the mass spectrom¬

eter first since this is the simpler case.

The earliest work was that of Hippie and Stevenson (34) in 1943, who

passed a slow stream of lead tetramethyl at low pressure through a heated

tube situated immediately over the top of the ionization chamber and

obtained mass spectra corresponding to methyl radicals. Robertson (35)

in 1949 published some work on the detection of free radicals from the

pyrolysis of methane, ethane and n-butane on a platinum filament. The

filament was situated immediately over the top plate of the ion source

which had a large hole, covered with gauze, cut in it so that the products

of the pyrolysis could pass easily into the ionization chamber. The ion

source filament was pumped by a different pumping route frojn the rest of

the system to avoid interference from products formed by pyrolysis on the

source filament. Le Goff (36) (37) (38) has used an apparatus very simi¬

lar in principle to that of Robertson (35) to study the free radicals formed



by the pyrolysis of methyl iodide, lead tetramethyl and ditertiarybutyl

peroxide on platinum, nickel and tungsten filaments. Free radical

investigations employing similar experimental arrangements have been

carried out by Waldron (39) and Tshusiva (40). Lossing (41) has studied

the thermal stability of xylyl radicals using a similar apparatus to that

used by Hippie (34).

Eltenton (42) was the first to produce free radicals in a high press¬

ure system and successfully detect these in the mass spectrometer. He

appreciated that it was necessary to provide a practically collision-free

path from the reactor to the ionization chamber. The usual method of
—*1

sampling by means of a capillary was useless and resort had to be made

to minute holes in this diaphragms that separated the reactor from the

ionization box. With this apparatus Eltenton was successful in detecting

free radicals from the thermal decomposition of simple hydrocarbons and

also in low pressure flames (see section 2 (d), page l+O ).

During the last eight years Lossing (43) has published about twenty

m papers on the mass spectrometry of free radicals, using a reactor similar

to that used by Eltenton (42) along with a conventional Nier-type ion source.

The ion source was modified in that the filament was closed off and pumped

by a different route from that by which the ionization box was pumped,

thereby reducing the pressure in the filament region to below that in the

box and thus minimizing the contribution of free radicals formed by decom-
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position on the filament.

A new approach to the problem of providing a collision-free path

between the reactor and the ionization box was made by Foner and Hudson

(44) who employed a molecular beam sampling system to study free radi¬

cals in flames (see section 2 (d), page ). The molecular beam samp¬

ling system consists of three slits with each enclosure between the slits

having its own pumping system so that molecules which do not pass straight

through the slits are pumped away. The electron beam was made coaxial

with the molecular beam in order to increase the probability of ionization

of the entering gas molecules. More satisfactory molecular beam samp¬

ling systems have been used by Leger (45) (46) and by Nutt and his co¬

workers (47). The system used by Leger is shown in Figure 'S" , and

described in section 2 (d) page tfO . Both of these sampling systems

allow the molecular beam to pass right through the ionization chamber by

means of slits which are arranged so that the molecular beam intersects

with the electron beam. Such an arrangement reduces the number of coll¬

isions between the sampled gas and the walls of the inlet system and the

ionization box to a minimum, thereby permitting an analysis free from the

effect of side reactions to be made.

It was appreciated by Robertson (35) that the very low pressures

involved and the short distance between the source of free radicals and the

electron beam was favourable for the study of the primary step in the
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pyrolysis of hydrocarbons but it was not favourable for the study of the

various gaseous secondary reactions of the free radicals. In general,

any free radicals would collide with a surface in the mass spectrometer

much more frequently than with a molecule in the gas phase since the

mean free path at the low pressures involved was considerably greater

than the dimensions of the ion source.

The experimental work of Lossing (43) and Foner (44) was satis¬

factory from the point of view of few collisions between the sampling ori¬

fice and the electron beairijbut no steps were taken to minimise the number

of collisions made after entering the ion box?but before ionization or being

pumped out of the box. The low probability of ionization during the first

traverse of the electron beam was not pointed out clearly until 1952 (48)

(49). Robertson (50) performed a calculation showing that the probability

of ionization for a single traverse of the electron beam was of the order of
-6

10 . It was thus clear that many collisions will occur in the ionization

chamber prior to ionization and the failure to detect some radicals, which

are expected to exist, could be attributed to their being particularly sus¬

ceptible to surface collisions.

Le Goff (51) has made an analysis of the rate of pumping of the

ionization chamber. Let py be the radical partial pressure in the reaction
vessel connected to the ion source, and let p^ be the radical partial pressure

in the source. Consider the relationship between these. The number of
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radicals entering the ion source through a hole in a thin diaphragm per

second is where is a constant so long as molecular flow is occurr¬

ing through the hole. Each radical in the ion source can follow one of

two courses — to strike the wall or to strike an orifice or slit and be

pumped away. To a first approximation it may be assumed that the rela¬

tive probabilities for these two events are proportional to the respective

areas. Let s be the total area of the walls and a be the total area of the

slits. Let k be the probability of a radical reacting on hitting the wall.

Then the number of radicals removed from the ion source per second is

k2ap^ + k2ksp^ where k^is a constant giving the number of collisions per

second per unit area per unit pressure. In the steady state

klPr = k2aPi + k2ksPi (i)
For ordinary molecules k - 0 and if this is also the case for the radicals

Pi = p^' where p^' is the radical pressure which would be produced in the
source in the complete absence of sui-face reactions. For the case of k = 0,

klPr * VPi' (ii|
Combining (i) and (ii) yields

Pi = Pi' a or Pi = Pi' 1 . . . (iii)
a + ks 1 + k(s/a)

which makes it clear that ordinary relations of mass spectral analysis can

only apply to free radicals when a ^ ks. The ratio s/a gives the mean

number of collisions made by each particle on the walls before being pumped
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out. For an ion source of the conventional Nier type this is about 50 -

100 collisions. It can be seen from equation (iii) that radicals which are

very sensitive to surface collisions in the ion source can be most readily

detected when s/a is made as small as possible. The corollary is also

evident - that radicals which can be obtained in a Nier type source in

high yield cannot be very sensitive to surface collisions.

If the surface reactions on the electrodes are bimolecular in char¬

acter, the value of k for a given radical may depend on the chemical nature

of the other gases in the ion source.

The sensitivity of propyl radicals to surface reaction has been

investigated using an ion source which may be pumped at different rates
_ 5

(52). An appzodmate value of 4.5 x 10 was obtained for the probability

of reaction on a single collision, which result was in agreement with the

findings of Lossing (53) that many hydrocarbon radicals can be obtained in

an ion source in an almost theoretical yield when they are introduced

through a molecular leak.

By special design of the ion source the mean number of collisions

on the source walls can be made quite small, i.e. of the order of two or

three, and by use of a molecular beam method as described above, it can

be reduced practically to zero.

A Nier type source of a skeletal nature in which the ionization box

walls are largely perforated has been devised for uranium hexafluoride
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analysis (54) and has also been applied to the study of halogen halide gases

(29) which are strongly adsorbed on the walls of a conventional source

giving rise to spurious peaks (see page ). A perforated ion source of

this type would be very suitable for atom and free radical investigations

but it does not appear to have been applied to this yet.

(iii) The Effect of Temperature on Mass Spectra.

It is well known (55) (59) that the details of mass spectra are

affected considerably by the temperature of the gas at the moment of ioniz¬

ation. Since it is generally assumed that the gas is in thermal equilib¬

rium with the ion source, the gas temperature can be considered to be

that of the ion source. An increase in the ion source temperature has

two effects

(i) The specific intensities or sensitivities of all ions decrease

(ii) The relative intensity of the parent ion decreases markedly.

It has been shown (56) that the first effect is the result of two fact¬

ors both dependent upon the fact that molecular kinetic energy is a function

of temperature. Firstly temperature increases molecular velocity and

thus the rate of effusion from the ion source increases. Secondly because

of the greater molecular kinetic energies the ions are formed with greater

initial velocities, and the efficiency of collision of the ions is less.

The second main effect, the decrease in relative intensities of the

parent ion, has been recognized by a number of workers (56) (57) (58) as
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being due to an increase in the vibrational energies of the molecule ions

with the consequence that a relatively large fraction of the molecule-ions

dissociate.

Berry (57) has suggested that a well defined relation appears to

exist between the relative intensity of the parent ion and the temperature

since semi-logarithmic plots of If/Ip *or various fragment ions from n-
butane against the temperature are lines of positive slope. (If = fragment
ion current: Ip = parent ion current). Berry (57) also reaches the con¬
clusion that the heavier the molecule, the greater the dependence of both

relative abundances and sensitivity on the temperature. Stevenson (56)

notes that temperature dependence and rigidity of the molecule are inverse¬

ly related.

There is yet another possibility which does not appear to have yet

been investigated - this is in the case of an equilibrium reaction of the

type

AB * A + B

which is governed by an expression of the form

K = kf = EAI

^ CAB3
app/y

Now in the event of K being about unity and if is believed toAto an

extremely rapid reaction then it follows that kf will also app'ylsan extremely

rapid reaction and hence equilibrium will be soon established.
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Now in the mass spectrometer box pressure is low - of the order
_ 5

of 10 mm Hg - and the temperature with a conventional tungsten fila¬

ment is high - about 200°c. Such conditions can cause an equilibrium
Co

that under NTP is well to the left^move well to the right.

In a paper (60) on the study of dimethylaminoboron difluoride, a

mass spectrometric analysis was made by Norton who found no peaks

corresponding to the dimeric form. The observed peaks suggested mono-

meric dimethylaminoboron difluoride and the suggested interpretation was

that the dissociation of the dimer was complete in the high vacuum of the

mass spectrometer. This was the only reference concerning dissociation

of samples inside the mass spectrometer prior to ionization that was found

in a literature search.

The compound investigated by us, sulphuric acid, is known to be

formed in a very rapid reaction (ol) and its equilibrium constant is known

as a result of work done by Bodenstein (62). The dissociation is

h2so4 h2o + so3

and the equilibrium constant in terms of the partial pressures is

Kp = Ph2 O- PS03
ph2so4

In the case of total pressure P and a degree of dissociation we have



which enable* cK to be calculated for a known value of the pressure and

the equilibrium constant. As shown in the section on the dissociation of
-5

sulphuric acid, at a total pressure of 10 mm Hg we have a value of

of 0.99 i.e. 99% is dissociated at the box temperature of the order of 400°K.

However if the box temperature is dropped by 100°K the degree of dissoci¬

ation is only 0.11 or 11%. Thus we might expect to observe very little

parent ion peak at high box temperatures if thermal equilibrium is estab¬

lished rapidly,and this is usually regarded as being the case in a mass

spectrometer ion source. Experimental verification of these ideas is

given in section L , pagel3~7 .

It was thus evident that if i large parent peak intensity for sulphuric

acid was required it would be necessary to operate the ion source at a

lower temperature. Various workers have attempted to obtain lower box
v

temperatures. Hamer et al (29) (31) working with CIF^ found that a con¬
siderable amount of decomposition occurs with the ion source operating at

its usual temperature. They obtain much improved cracking patterns by

reducing the ion source temperature. This was done in several ways (i)

lower electron current (ii) removal of the trap which normally operates at
o

400 C and on which much decomposition occurred and (iii) solid CO^
packed round ion source and cracking pattern obtained immediately after

switching on the filament. Hamer suggests also that the temperature

could be further lowered by a structural change involving the removal of
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the electron gun away in space from the box. Blanchard and Le Goff (63)

have recently devised an ion source which can be cooled by liquid nitrogen
o to

to -195 C. This was applied to the dissociation of iodine^atoms^but this
was not within the ion source, the dissociation taking place within

a furnace.

The third way of lowering the ion source temperature is to employ

an electron emitter that operates at a lower temperature. There are at

present three materials widely used as electron emitters - namely tung¬

sten, a monatomic layer of thorium on a base of tungsten (thoriated tung-

sten^and a thick layer of barium and strontium oxides on a metal base
which is often nickel.

The saturation current densities given by each of these emitters as

functions of the temperature (64) is shown in Figure 19 . From this it

can be seen that the operating temperatures for tungsten, thoriated tung¬

sten and oxide coated nickel are about 2600°, 1800° and 1200°K respect-

ively for a saturation current density of 800 mA/cm . The substitution

of an oxide coated nickel filament for a tungsten filament will result in a

considerable reduction of the ion source temperature, but it is knoun that

such coatings are rapidly poisoned (65) by organo-metallic compounds

and higher hydrocarbons (68), oxygen (66) (67) and water vapour (66).

Some work with such a filament is described in section 6 , page

137
.
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(iv) Ion-Molecule Reactions.

The modern mass spectrometer operates with pressures in the
-5

ionization box of the order of 10 mm and still lower pressures in the

tube itself. This results in the rapid removal of the positive ions formed

by electron impact in the ionization box into the accelerating field, which

arrangement leads to simple spectra. The pressure in the ionization

_3
box of early mass spectrometers was often high - of the order of 10 mm

- and as a result secondary ions were then produced by collision of the

primary ions with normal molecules. At the time these effects were

generally regarded as a nuisance (69) (70). Now they are being studied

because of their intrinsic interest and because of their relation to radia¬

tion chemistry in which nuclear radiations cause extensive ionization of

the matter through which they pass.

Among the first of these reactions to be studied were those by

which molecule ions of inert gases such as He^ were formed at pressures
-3

of around 10 mm (71). These were difficult to detect as the ratio of the

peak height of dimer to monomer was very small. The secondary pro¬

cess is easily detected experimentally since the intensity of the product

ion formed by the bimolecular process will increase with the second power

of the pressure. Norton (72)^180 working on the inert gases^has proposed

an alternate theory for dimer production on the basis of the production of

doubly charged ions which undergo charge exchange collisions with residual
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gas molecules after acceleration in the ion-gun but before entering the

analysing magnetic field. Inghram (73) has found that a mixture of argon

36 and argon 40 yields masses of 72, 76 and 80 which is strong evidence

for production of Ar^ . It is thought that the dimer peaks with the inert

gases are formed by both the molecule-ion and the charge exchange mech

anisms depending on experimental conditions. Another early study

showed the production of f (70) and this was explained theoretically by

Eyring and co-workers (74) who obtained a value of the rate constant,

which was that for a very fast reaction.

Most current work on molecule-ion reactions is by two groups in

America - Stevenson (75) (76) (77) (78) (79) and Field and Franklin (80) (81)

(82) (83) (84) (85) and a third group in Russia - Tal'roze (86) (87). A recent

review (88) describes much of the experimental work up to the present

time and lists the reactions that have been studied.

Ion-molecule reactions are considered in relation to the current

research in section 6 , page .
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Fig. 22 : Flaking of "Gaco" rubber eheet caused by Sulphur Trioxide.
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5. GENERAL EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT

(a) THE GAS HANDLING SYSTEM.

(i) Reaction Vessel and Circulation System

In the preliminary experiments a very simple design of reaction

vessel was used (see Figure *2.0). This was to determine whether the

mass spectrometer was sensitive enough to detect the variations in press¬

ure of the system due to fluctuations in the circulation pump. If fluctu¬

ations in peak height occurred it would be much more difficult to study a

fast reaction by this method. However, no variations were detected and

consequently the large reaction vessel was constructed. This is shown

in Figure and consists of an 18" length of 6" internal diameter Q.V.F.

Pyrex Glass Pipe closed at each end by a metal plate with a "Gaco" sheet

rubber seal. This seal was acceptable, despite the very rapid attack of

' Gaco" sheeting by sulphur trioxide, because of the small surface area

exposed. However, even in such cases corrosion was extensive as can be

seen from the flakes of "Gaco" sheet in Figure A <3- which was taken in the

course of dismantling the apparatus to replace the leak. In later experi¬

ments the "Gaco" sheet was protected by a Fluon sleeve which was cut so

that all round the outside circumference the seal was made by the "Gaco"

sheet whilst the inside circumference was covered by the Fluon. This

gave much more protection and a "Gaco" ring could be re-used when re-
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building the reaction vessel after dismantling for alterations. This

practice was rendered impossible previously by the corrosion and the

associated hardening of the "Gaco" sheet. The reaction vessel could be

heated by means of strip heaters attached to the top and bottom plates and

also by soichrome heating tape would round the Pyrex tubing. The tem¬

perature of the interior was measured by a thermometer suspended within

the reaction vessel.

Three tubes passed into the reaction vessel, two carrying the re¬

agents and the third one removing the products in a stream of carrier gas.

The movable cranked nozzle permitted the sweeping of the diffusion zone

from one side to the other of the reaction vessel and thereby permitted

measurement of the concentration at different points in the flame. Move¬

ment was only possible within a curved vertical plane. At first the cranked

nozzle was made of glass sliding in brass but this required too strong

pressure on the various "Gaco" seals and as a result the nozzle tube broke

several times and was eventually replaced by a brass tube. This arrange¬

ment proved more satisfactory although if it was not used for a week or

two the sliding tubes tended to bind and could only be separated by consid¬

erable force.

The reaction vessel was sited directly over the mass spectrometer

tube (see Figure I , page 3. ) and connected to a circulation system

(Figure 2.3 ) which pumped gas out of the reaction vessel through a collect-
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ion trap system and then through two capillaries and which control

the flow rates: the desired quantities of sulphur trioxide and water were

then injected into the gas stream. The sizes of the capillaries to be used

in K} and K2 were determined by the rate of flow of gas out of the nozzle
desired (see page "31 ). The circulation system was based on that of

Heller (1) (Figure A 4-) who made a careful study of the sodium diffusion

flame technique. In Heller's system gas was circulated through the

reaction vessel by the pump, part passing over the sodium and part passing

through Kg and halogen being injected through Kg _ 7. The products are

removed by the trap system C, D and E before passing through K^ 3 and
the flow valve to be recirculated.

(ii) Carrier Gas.

Nitrogen, hydrogen and n-pentane have been used by previous work¬

ers with the Polanyi technique (1). Nitrogen was used in the present

research since it was conveniently available in cylinders from the British

Oxygen Company. It was freed from moisture and oxygen by the apparatus

shown in Figure 3^ . Nitrogen was streamed from the cylinder at a rate

such that the pressure on the high pressure side of the capillary just ex¬

ceeded atmospheric pressures and bubbles leaked from the foot of mano¬

meter B. This ensured that if there was any leak in the nitrogen line

between the cylinder and the capillary there would be no inflow of impurity

due to positive nitrogen pressure.
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Fig. 27 : Collection Trap Cut-Off.
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The storage bulbs were first evacuated to a pressure of 10 to

10"6 cm mercury and then attached by means of B 14 cones and sockets

to the apparatus which was pumped out up to the stopcocks to the evacu¬

ated bulbs. With the stopcocks shut the system was flushed out twice

with nitrogen by allowing the nitrogen to reach a pressure of 65 cm on

manometer A and then evacuating. This was repeated and then the stop¬

cocks were opened and the bulbs filled slowly to a pressure of about 70 cm

mercury in about three hours. The stopcocks were then closed and the

bulbs removed and replaced in the circulation system apparatus, of which

the carrier gas storage section is shown in Figure ^ . Gas was admitted

to the circulation system in constant amounts by use of the mercury mano-

s tat.

(iii) Collection Trap System.

This removed the products of reaction from the gas stream leaving

the reaction vessel. For accurate work it was necessary that the amounts

collected in known periods of time should be determined and consequently

the design of the traps had to be such that the gas was exposed to no grease

prior to passing through the collection traps. A trap with a cut-off as

in Figure <3*7 was used, a piece of steel sealed into a suitably shaped

piece of glass and operated by a magnet served to cut off traps not in use.

This cut off was backed by a stopcock on the pump side of the trap.
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(b) THE MASS SPECTROMETER

(i) Description

The mass spectrometer available in the Department of Chemistry

at St. Andrews was a six inch radius, 60° sector Nier type single-focuss-

ing instrument which had been designed (2) and built (3) (4) in the Depart¬

ment. It had previously been operated from the electronics of the older

mass spectrometer (5) (6) in the Department, but just prior to the comm¬

encement of the present research, the mass spectrometer had been trans¬

ferred to another floor and consequently the initial part of the research

took the form of bringing the mass spectrometer back into operation again.

This involved the construction of new magnet current, high tension and

emission stabilizer units. The magnet current circuit incorporated a

Miller sweep unit which enabled the mass spectrometer to scan at any

desired rate over any part of its range. The high tension unit was pro¬

vided only with hand scanning since it was intended to operate with a fixed

high tension and to vary the magnet current in order to focus the different

ions. The emission stabilizer operated by stabilization of the trap current

which was preferable to operation by stabilization of the total emission as

was the case in the old emission stabilizer unit (2). For most of the

research the old emission stabilizer was used.
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(ii) The Ion Source

The ion source was basically of the Nier type in which positive ions

are formed by electron bombardment of the gaseous samples. The ioniz¬

ation chamber is shown in Figure 3/S from the filament end and the com¬

plete source is diagrammatically illustrated in Figure V& B, opposite page

. it was constructed from non-magnetic materials such as Inconel,

Nichrome V and stainless steel.

In the original Nier-type source (7) Figure A opposite page ?o)

electrons are emitted from the tungsten filament under temperature limited

conditions and accelerated towards the ion box by means of a potential

applied between the filament and the first slit. A thin beam of electrons

emerges from this slit and passes through the ion box to leave through a

second slit and arrive at the collector electrode known as the trap. This

is maintained at a higher potential than the ion box to prevent secondary

emission. The substance under investigation is admitted in gaseous form

through the sample inlet into the ion box and there submitted to electron

bombardment thereby producing positively charged ions.

Those ions which are not neutralised by collision with the walls are

removed by the drawout and focus plates Jj, J^ and J^, which are main¬
tained at a potential of about 200 - 400 volts less positive than the ionization

chamber. and may often be connected together and kept at the same

potential without much loss of sensitivity. The resulting beam of ions is



accelerated by the 1600 - 1800 volts applied between the plates J3 and Gp
The plates Gj and G-j contain accurate collimating slits (0.01 inch wide)
and are at earth potential. The beam is centred by potentials applied to

the half plates G^ and D.
The source actually used in the mass spectrometer available was

a somewhat modified one as can be seen by comparison of A and B in

Figure ^ . Since the original aim of the mass spectrometer had been

to study free radicals it was required that the ion source should be of such

a design that a reactor could be accommodated immediately above the ion

box. As a consequence the filament assembly was moved back and the

electron beam made to traverse a second slit. A repeller plate R was

also introduced which was maintained at a slight positive potential with

respect to the ion box and thereby assisted with the removal of ions from

the box. The accelerating plates were very similar in design and potential

to the arrangement used by Nier (7)jalthough narrower collimating slits

(0.008 inch wide) were employed to increase the resolution.

The ion source temperature was measured by a chromel-alumel

thermocouple contained in a pyrex glass jacket which was sited in a groove

in the side of the ionization box. In later experiments the thermocouple

junction was soldered direct to the ion box so as to obtain a more certain

measurement of the ion source temperature, although the high tension

voltage had to be switched off for the measurement of the thermocouple
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potential by a Doran potentiometer. The cold junction was immersed in

ice.

The source as described above was used for most of the early work,

later being modified in various ways as described later (section & page

158 ).

(iii) Mass Spectrometer Sampling

The requirements for the ideal operation of a leak for introducing

gaseous samples into a mass spectrometer operating with an electron im¬

pact Nier-type source are

(a) The composition of the gas mixture in the ionization

chamber should be the same as that of the sample.

(b) The composition of the mixture analysed should not

change with time.

(c) In a gas mixture, a change in the amount of one substance

should not affect the peak height due to the others, i.e. all

mixture peaks should be linear superpositions of the indi¬

vidual intensities.

(d) The gas flow should remain essentially constant through

the analysis.

Gas flow through an orifice may be described as molecular, viscous

or intermediate in nature. Molecular flow is held to be the case when the

mean free path of the molecule is large compared with the diameter of the
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orifice, and experimentally it is found that the equations of flow calculated

by Knudsen (8) (9) and Smoluchowski (10) hold well provided the mean free

path is at least twenty times the diameter of the opening.

For high pressures, when the mean free path is considerably less

than the diameter of the orifice, the gas flow is viscous and obeys

Poiseuille's Law (11).

Inside the mass spectrometer, molecular flow takes place from

the ionization chamber to the pump since the pressures are low throughout

the region and the orifices are small compared with the length of the mean

free path.

Molecular Flow Leak; Consider the molecular flow type of leak in

which the diameter is less than one-twentieth of the mean free path. In

equilibrium the gas flow into the ionization chamber must equal the flow

out. Applying the Knudsen equations (8) (9) we have, when *3outgide>'^
^ionization chamber ^ Pmass spectrometer tube ' t*iat

P = k P
reservoir ionization chamber

where k is a constant depending solely on the dimensions of the leak. This

result shows that the mixture in the ionization box has the same composition

as that in the reservoir. However, the composition of the material in the

reservoir changes gradually with time. This difficulty is overcome by

using a large reservoir so that the error involved in the change of compo-
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sition is less than that of the accuracy of measurement of the sample.

The third requirement of superposable peaks is satisfied since in

molecular flow each molecule behaves as though no others were present.

The fourth requirement can only be met approximately by using a reser¬

voir with a large volume so that sampling causes little change in pressure,

or by employing a constant pressure device.

Molecular flow leaks are the best where gas analyses are involved

but for routine isotopic comparisons this may not be so.

Examples of molecular flow type leaks are small holes in thin

silica thimbles (15) or in thin metal diaphragms (16) (17). The theory of

such leaks has been discussed by Honig (13) and Zemany (16).

Mas8 Flow Leak; Even though the flow is viscous and governed

by mass flow principles, the flow throughout the rest of the mass spec¬

trometer will be molecular. Consider the case when the rate of flow

through the leak is sufficiently fast and the pressure difference is suffic¬

iently high that back diffusion does not occur. This leads to an expression

relating the pressures inside and outside the mass spectrometer with the

square root of the molecular weight of the gas being analysed, hence

fractionation occurs and the source sample is not identical with that in the

reservoir. The third requirement is not satisfied but this may be over¬

come by the fact that the ratio of any two peaks is characteristic of the

relative composition only. The fourth requirement can again be met by



using large reservoirs.

Viscous flow leaks are generally in the form of long or flattened

tubes. Nier has used both of these types (12) (13) whilst the theory has

been discussed by Haisted and Nier (14) and Kistemaker (19). Inghram

has reviewed both types of leak (20).

(iv) Mass Spectrometer Leaks

It has been appreciated for some time that if reactive entities are

to be detected in the mass spectrometer then it is necessary that the

entrant gases from the reaction vessel shall follow a practically collision-

free path (17). Clearly the ordinary capillary or porous material type of

leak is useless and resort has to be made to thin diaphragms separating

the reaction vessel and the ionization chamber.

Eltenton (17) and Zemany (16) employed holes about 0.001 inch in

diameter in 0.001 inch thick diaphragms of gold and Fernico respectively.

Lossing (15) sparked a uniform hole in the end of a thin silica thimble

whilst Robertson (21) etched microscope cover glasses with hydrofluoric

acid and punctured suitably thin glasses with a spark from an induction coil.

These leaks were always arranged as close as possible to the ionization

chamber so as to reduce to a minimum the adsorption and reaction at sur¬

faces between the leak and the ionizing beam of electrons.

A different type of leak and system was employed by Foner and

Hudson (22), .Leger (23), Le Goff (26) and Nutt (24). This involved a
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molecular beam sampling system, which generally utilises two or three

slits with separate pumping of the intermediate regions. The molecular

beam has a much narrower spread than the beam arising from a simple

pinhole leak and consequently there is an increased chance of a molecule

passing through the electron beam and being ionized before striking a

wall. Ideally for a collision free gas leak, the thickness of the diaphragm

should be less than the diameter of the orifice.

Honig (18) has described the production of a molecular flow leak

not designed for the study of reactive intermediates. This consisted of a

thin diaphragm constructed by softening the end of a piece of glass tubing

in a hot flame whilst blowing air through it. The resulting shape is shown

in Figure >15) A. This appeared to be a suitable type for the probing of

flame zones as is required in this research since it was hoped that, by

studying reaction flames formed in systems involving stable entities, the

effect of collisions of sampled molecules with the walls of the leak tube

beyond the constriction would be negligible.

Attempts were made to produce leaks of the Honig type but these

were generally unsuccessful forming leaks of type B or C (see Figure 3><?).

Type B was unacceptable due to the length of fine capillary that made the

actual leak and which would favour continued reaction of the sample. Type

C, although more satisfactory from the point of view of the thickness of the

orifice, proved very difficult to make since it was necessary that the orifice



be placed symmetrically at the end of the probe. Attempts were made to

obtain satisfactory leaks of type C by sparking a hole in the thin glass dia¬

phragm with a Tesla coil but these did not prove to be satisfactory.

For studying concentration profiles in flames the ideal type of probe

is shown in Figure 3.^ D. This type causes less disturbance of the

steady flow state than is the case with types A, B and C, and still satisfies

the requirement of rapid transit from high to low pressure regions. Leaks

of this type could be made surprisingly easily by use of a small very hot

gas-oxygen flame to draw down a length of tubing to a fine capillary in a

rapid operation. The rate of leak could be measured by connecting the

leak to the vacuum line and timing the rate of fall of a column of mercury.

This rate of leak could be adjusted to the desired value by judicious appli¬

cation of a luminous flame. It was felt that this type of leak should be

satisfactory for the sampling of stable entities provided that they are not

too strongly adsorbed since they would then undergo surface reactions and

peaks would be slow to appear and pump out. Such a leak would probably

be unsuitable for the analysis of free atoms and radicals on account of the

sensitivity of such entities to surface collisions (17) (25).
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6. THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE GAS PHASE

REACTION OF WATER AND SULPHUR TRIOXIDE

(a) THE HANDUNG OF SULPHUR TRIOXIDE

(i) Suitable Construction Materials

Since other materials than glass occurred in various parts o£ the

apparatus constructed for the research, it was desirable to investigate

precisely the effect of sulphur trioxide on these materials to see if they

were attacked, and if so, how quickly the attack made the material unus

able. Accordingly some sulphur trioxide was distilled into a series of

small glass phials containing samples of brass, nickel, mild steel, inconel,

nilo-K, fluon and "Gaco" synthetic rubber and each phial was sealed off

at the end of each distillation. These were then left for a considerable

time of the order of two weeks before being examined. It was found that

all the metals had withstood the attack well, being only superficially

corroded if at all; with the fluon there was slight charring of the surface.

The effect on the "Gaco" rubber sheet was rapid and marked; in less than

twelve hours pitting of the surface took place, the resulting surface appear

ing porous under the microscope. Longer exposures, particularly in the

presence of moisture, led to flaking of the exposed surface.

Further experiments were performed to determine whether a suit¬

able grease could be found for use as a lubricant for glass taps. The



TABLE 3



TABLE 3 . THE EFFECT OF SULPHUR TRIOXIDE ON

VARIOUS GREASES

Grease Type Observation

Ordinary Edwards Soft Very rapid charring,
and Hard Tap
Grease

Fluorube Type W Charred.

Type A Very slow attack. High vapour pressure.

Silicones M 490 Little charring: Tap does not turn smoothly.

D P 49 Little charring: Tap turns in jerks.

Edwards Tap Little charring: Tap turns smoothly, binds
Grease eventually, also runs in

time giving a liquid.
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re suits of tests on various greases are summarised in Table 3 •

Fluorube grease type A had a considerable vapour pressure which rendered

it unsuitable for use in a system employing a mass spectrometer as a

means of analysis. Consequently Edwards silicone grease was employed

in the early experimental work. The tendency for a tap lubricated with

this grease to eventually freeze led to the development of all metal valve

systems, which proved more satisfactory.

Two types of metal valves were used. A nickel diaphragm valve

with a silver nosepiece ( | ) was tried but considerable trouble was created

by the development of leaks in the soldering of the diaphragm and, after

prolonged use, in the diaphragm itself. This type was superseded by a

relatively simple valve with a ball bearing carried in the plunger seating

into a turned hemisphere. Sealing was effected by a "Gaco" O-ring iso¬

lated from the gas stream by reamed fits and screwed threads so as to

minimise corrosion.

(ii) The Handling and Storage of Sulphur Trioxide

The sulphur trioxide was supplied by Messrs. Hardman and Holden

Ltd., in a sealed 500 ml Pyrex ampoule, which had to be opened in such a

way as to reduce to a minimum the effect of moisture in the atmosphere

since it has been suggested ( 3l ) that one molecule of water can cause the

polymerisation of several thousand sulphur trioxide molecules. Various

possible methods for transferring the contents of the ampoule were con-
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Fig. 30 : Sulphur Trioxide Injection System.

Fig, 32 : Water Injection System.
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sidered and it was eventually decided that the contents should be trans¬

ferred by pouring into a modified small iron gas cylinder. Pouring of

the sulphur trioxide was preferable to distillation since it was stabilized

by a small quantity of an involatile boron compound and this would be left

behind in distillation. The original brass valve on the cylinder was re¬

placed by one of stainless steel and nickel which would be more resistant

to corrosion.

The transfer of sulphur trioxide had to take place in a dry atmos¬

phere; for this a glove box (as used in radiation chemistry) was con¬

structed, A current of dry air was passed through the box, which was

maintained at 25°C to keep the sulphur trioxide in the liquid state. The

ampoule was opened by a scratch and a hot wire, the liquid then being

poured into the cylinder and the Cylinder valve replaced. During this

series of operations, a fog formed inside the glove box showing that some

moisture had been present.

(iii) The Sulphur Trioxide Injection System

This is shown in Figure 30 . Various arrangements were

employed to obtain the necessary fore pressure. Initially only bulb A

(100 ml) was available for expansion into from the storage cylinder and the

procedure adopted was to distil some sulphur trioxide from the storage

cylinder into the bulb A which could be surrounded by a bath at a suitable

temperature to maintain the necessary fore pressure required. It was
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SULPHUR TRIOXIDE
INJECTION SYSTEM

Fig. 31 : Flexible Glass Spiral Gauge.
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hoped that the solid material in the bulb would melt and maintain the

necessary vapour pressure but this was not found to be the case, possibly

since distillation to a receptacle at liquid air temperatures is claimed to

deposit the high melting -form ( 3 ). Consequently 11 litres of buffer

volume were added and this enabled a much steadier rate of injection to be

maintained.

The pressure in the system could not be measured by a mercury

manometer due to the rapid attack; to overcome this, a flexible glass

spiral gauge was employed (see Figure 31 ). This was used as a null

instrument, the pressures on either side of the spiral being adjusted to give

the same beam deflection each time. This type of system being made

completely in glass meant that grease could be rigidly excluded from the

storage region.

Injection was initially through the capillary and the diaphragm valve.

This was subject to easy blockage due to the small diameter of the capill¬

ary, and it was later by-passed by an Edwards needle valve which enabled

the injection to be varied easily. In particular, it was found necessary to

let a burst of gas through at the commencement of a run otherwise the

parent peak of sulphur trioxide was very slow to rise, although opening of

the needle valve usually resulted in an instantaneous rise in the mass 64

peak (which would correspond to sulphur dioxide). It was suggested that

this might be due to reaction of the sulphur trioxide with small quantities
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of grease and other organic molecules in the injection line to yield sulphur

dioxide. Analysis of the injected gas by collection in liquid air traps on

the exit side of the reaction vessel (see Figure page UH) showed that

a small percentage of sulphur dioxide was present.

(iv) Analysis for Sulphur Dioxide and Sulphur Trioxide

An analytical procedure was devised which has yielded satisfactory

results

(a) About 2 cc. of distilled water was placed in the collection trap

and fro,.en by immersion of the trap in a Dewar of liquid air, the

trap being agitated whilst being cooled so as to coat the interior of

the bottom of the trap with a film of ice.

(b) Collection of sulphur trioxide and other condensible products

was made as usual, the trap being cooled in liquid air throughout

the run. On completion of the run, the atmosphere gas was

pumped out and the cold baths removed and the traps allowed to

warm up whilst still under vacuum. This permitted reaction with

the water without fuming.

(c) The resulting concentrated liquid is washed out quantitatively

into a standard flask and made up to 500 ml with distilled water.

(d) 25 ml samples are removed and introduced into a flask con¬

taining excess iodide and iodate (0. 1 gram and 2 ml of N/10 B°lu*ion

respectively). 25 ml of N/100 thiosulphate are then added and
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then the excess thiosulphate after a time lag of about 15 minutes is

titrated with about N/100 iodine. Care is taken to keep the iodine

in stoppered bottles as long as possible so as to reduce to a mini¬

mum the loss by vapourization. To check on the process titrat¬

ions were done in series of eight, the first and the last ones being

titrations using a known quantity of standard N/100 hydrochloric

acid. This yields the total acid normality.
»

(e) A 100 ml sample is removed and allowed to run quickly into a

flask containing 10 ml of N/100 iodine (an excess) and potassium

iodide (about 0.1 gm). The excess iodine is then titrated in the

usual manner with N/100 thiosulphate.

This yields the sulphurous acid normality and subtraction of this

from that of the total acid yields the desired sulphuric acid normality,

from which normalities can be calculated the gram-mols of sulphur tri-

oxide and sulphur dioxide collected in the time of the calibration and thus

the mols per second.



(b) CALIBRATIONS FOR SULPHUR TRIOXIDE AND WATER

(i) Sulphur Trioxide

These were carried out by injecting sulphur trioxide into the

carrier gas stream, this flowed into the reaction vessel there meeting the

other nitrogen stream before being pumped out through a collection trap

system to the circulation pump. Circulation was through a spare trap

until the sulphur trioxide peak height had reached a fairly steady value.

Flow was then diverted through a clean trap for a noted time, usually 15

or 30 minutes, during which time readings were taken every few minutes

of the 80 + peak height and the flow pressures on either side of the two

capillaries controlling the gas flow. A measurement was made once

during each calibration of the 28 peak height for some value of the 80'*'

peak height.

The products collected in the trap were titrated according to the

previous section and a figure obtained for the number of moles of sulphur

trioxide injected per second. Comparison of this with the flow rate of

nitrogen gave the ratio of sulphur trioxide to nitrogen in moles per second.

This was plotted against the ratio of the two peak heights to give the deared

straight line, passing through the originand of slope 0.66.

i«e. SOj Peak Height = 1.5 x SO3 mols/second.
N^ " 7 N2

A wide range of conditions were studied, the ratio of SCT /N 2
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varying from 1 : 10 to 1 : 500.

(ii) Injection of Water

This was effected by the system shown in Figure 3A • The "Gaco"

rubber diaphragm valves were enclosed in a heated box and the section of

glass between the bath and this box was wrapped with asbestos and nichrome

tape and thereby heated, since it was, in general, found necessary to oper¬

ate with the high fore pressure corresponding to an elevated temperature

of about 70°C. Variation of this temperature gave a ready control of the

fore pressure applied to the capillary. Ordinary tap grease was excluded

from the high pressure side of the capillary, Edwards wax and silver

chloride cement being used to seal the various ground glass joints.

After steady conditions had been achieved, calibrations were earned

out by diverting the gas stream through a liquid air trap before the reaction

vessel was reached. Collection in the trap was generally continued for a

known time of between one and two hours and estimation of the collected

water made by weighing. A plot of the logarithm of the injection rate in

mols.sec against the reciprocal of the absolute temperature yielded a

3
straight line of slope 2.40 x 10 for the temperature range

20° - 70°C (see Figure 33 ); this is somewhat less than the value to be

expected from the integrated form of the Clausius-Clapejron equation.
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(c) RELEVANT MASS SPECTRA

In the proposed investigation of the gaseous reaction of water with

sulphur trioxide it was necessary to establish mass spectra for the com

pounds involved in our own instrument, and it is natural to compare our

findings with the available values in the literature.

(i) The Ma8s Spectrum of Water

This is well known and a selection of the available data on relative

intensities is given for comparison with our own.

Worker Ref. eV 19+
m/e

18 17+ 16+

Smyth U4 50 20 100 20 20

Mann (*() proportional to 100 100 23.2 2.0

pressure
This work 18.5 100 18

78 100 19.3

From the point of view of quantitative analysis it is well known that

water is not an easy substance to work with due to adsorption troubles (t+)

( S ) (G ) ( 7). The usual procedure to minimise troubles is to admit the

sample by a leak placed immediately above the ionization chamber.
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(ii) The Mass Spectra of Sulphur Trioxi.de and Sulphuric Acid

An extensive literature survey failed to find any evidence of a

report on the mass spectra of these substances. The spectrum of sul¬

phur dioxide (8) (9) is available having the parent ion as its maximum and

all expected ions are present, i.e. mainly at 64, 48, 32, 16 masses along

with the isotope peaks corresponding to masses S33 and S34.

Investigation was carried out into the nature of the mass spectral

patterns of the two compounds.

(i) Sulphur Trioxide; This is gaseous at room temperature and

pressures of the order of 1 mm. Consequently it could be injected into a

nitrogen stream passing over the mass spectrometer leak without difficulty.

However, it was found that an immediate response did not occur with the

parent peak at mass 80 whereas an immediate response occurred at mass

64. This was attributed to reaction in injection lines and to conditioning

of surfaces since after several injections the response time was much

more rapid.

The following pattern is that obtained for sulphur trioxide from the

average of 25 hand scans of the various peaks at 13.2 E V.

Mass No.

Peak Height

82 80 66 64 50 48 34 32 16

5.21 100 2.05 42.5 4.11 89.4 0.60 13.3 2.01
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Fig. '3b : The Effect of Increase of Source Temperature on the
Sulphuric Acid Parent Peak at Mass 98*
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Peaks also occur at masses 81, 65, 49 and 33 but are generally small

being of the order of 1% or less.

The actual values of the ratio depended on the E. V. and also

appeared to vary slightly from time to time.

(ii) Sulphuric Acid; The parent peak had not previously been

observed although water and sulphur trioxide had been analysed together

from a mixture in the reaction vessel. As a result it was necessary to

construct a flow system whereby sulphuric acid could be introduced; this

took the form shown in Figured. Sulphuric acid (concentrated) was placed

in U-tube A and heated to a suitable temperature so that it had an apprec¬

iable vapour pressure. It could then be driven over past the leak into U-

tube B cooled by a liquid air trap.

Initially only the 18+ (I^O*) pea a increased, then after 6 hours this

dropped and the 80, 64 and 48 peaxs appeared. No trace of a 98 peak was

found despite temperatures of the order of 150°C which caused fairly rapid

distillation of the acid. The box temperature was measured and found to be

160°C. It was decided to cool the box and then to study injection with a

cold box, switching on the filament only for the length of time required for

a scan. Under these conditions the mass 98 peak was found and it was

seen to decrease quite sharply as the box temperature rose (see Figure-^)

and it had fallen to a negligible value when the box temperature had reached
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150°C. This indicated that it was necessary to attempt to use a cooler

box, so that decomposition might not be so pronounced.

An oxide coated filament was made from some cathodes and heaters

supplied by the Edison Swan Electric Company and rated at 6.3 volts 0.1

amp. It was inserted in the ionization box and operated off a series of

accumulators. The filament was activated by overheating it and decom¬

posing the carbonate. It was necessary to overrun the filament somewhat

by heating it at 120 - 130 mA in order to obtain a satisfactory total emiss¬

ion. After running for 10 hours at 130 mA current through the cathode

heater the box temperature was 56°C compared with the 180°C expected

from a tungsten filament.

It is known that oxide coated cathodes are more easily poisoned than

any other type of surface (11) (12). They are particularly susceptible to

poisoning by oxygen (i.3) (14) and water (13). It was thus necessary to

carry out preliminary investigations to determine whether the oxide coated

cathode was poisoned by the sulphur-oxygen compounds employed in this

research. It was found that if air was circulated instead of nitrogen as a

carrier gas, a pressure of greater than 0.1 mm on the high pressure side

of the mass spectrometer leak resulted in a marked loss of sensitivity.
»•<*

This was the case when pure nitrogen was circulated. Introduction of

sulphur trioxide also caused a rapid fall in trap and repeller currents and

the peak height observed for mass 80 did not exceed 300 mV. On cessa-
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tion of the supply of sulphur trioxade the filament gradually recovered to

its former operating conditions. Since the total emission from the fila¬

ment was the last to fall it was deduced that poisoning was occurring in

the part of the filament in line with the slit. The ionization source was

therefore modified by cutting away the repeller and box plates above the

space between the first and second slits and inserting a piece of stainless

steel gauze into the space in the box plate so as to maintain the potential

surfaces. The aim of this cutting back of the plates was to remove any

molecules emerging from the ionization chamber through the electron beam

slit by means of pumping and so to protect the filament. This was found

to work very satisfactorily and quite high pressures of SC>3 could be toler¬
ated for long periods without affecting the operating conditions - peak

heights of the order of 3 volts for several hours had no effect on the box

conditions.
of

With this type of filament the mass 98 peak^was much more detect¬

able and plots of mass 98 peak heights against mass 80 peak heights showed

that they were roughly proportional. Working with the background in the

mass spectrometer it could be shown that the ratio of the 98 to 80 mass

peak heights was roughly proportional to the box temperature. Difficulty

was, however, observed in actually injecting material and thereby increas-

.j. smee it
ing the 98 peak, whteh appeared to be independent of the conditions outside

the mass spectrometer, depending mainly on the box temperature. A new
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7 t Graph illustrating the Relationship between the logarithm of
(18 1 x 80 /98 ) and the Reciprocal of the Source Temperature.

Data given in Appendix VI
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apparatus was constructed (Figure ) whereby water and sulphur tri¬

oxide could be simultaneously admitted to the mass spectrometer along

with argon as an internal standard, this enabled the peak heights to be
+ +

corrected for instrumental changes. The peak heights of 98 , 80 , and

18 were studied as sulphur trioxide was injected and then all three peaks

studied as water was injected through a metrosil from an acetone-cardice

bath.

Plots were made of the logarithm of (18 x 80+ / 98+) against the

reciprocal of the box temperature and found to yield a straight line as in

Figure 37 • Even when the ionization box was allowed to warm up very

slowly over a period of several hours by switching off the filament when¬

ever possible, the points so obtained still fell on the line. An explanation

for this is suggested in the following sub-section.

It was not possible to deduce a definite mass spectrum for sulphuric

acid since its peak height at mass 98 depended on the amounts of water and

sulphur trioxide present.
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Fig. 38 ; Diffusion of Carbon Dioxide into Nitrogen
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(d) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR THE REACTION OF WATER
AND SULPHUR TRIOXIDE

(i) Preliminary Results

These involved the injection of carbon dioxide through the centre

nozzle into a stream of nitrogen. Carbon dioxide was chosen since this

could be easily frozen out of the system by means of a liquid air trap on

the exit side of the reaction vessel.

A steady peak height was achieved by the use of a large volume

behind the metrosil leak which fed material into the line leading to the

nozzle in the reaction vessel. Figure 3& shows the symmetrical patt¬

ern which was obtainable from this arrangement. In view of the rather

high possibility of error, the result obtained was surprisingly good.

(ii) Sulphur Trioxide - Water Results

This success in measuring the decrease in peak height as a gas

diffused outwards from the nozzle was encouraging for the next stage of

adding a reactant atmosphere. Sulphur trioxide was injected by the sys¬

tem described on page 13O , and a series of scans of the reaction vessel

at various heights were performed. Water was then admitted and the

scans repeated. In these early experiments, the reaction vessel wall

temperature was of the order of 120°C and was insufficient to cause

volatilisation of the droplets formed on the walls. These could only be

removed by stronger heating and from this it was deduced that they were
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The Decrease in Sulphur Triozide Peak Height Outwards from
the Nozzle when Water is Present.

Vertical distances measured from top-plate of reaction vessel.

Vertical distance 9*80 cm.

Vertical distance 10.05 cm.

Vertical distance 10.33 cm.
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droplets of sulphuric acid, as this ** the only liquid present sufficiently

involatiie to condense under the conditions of temperature and pressure

involved.

An appreciable drop in the peak height of sulphur trioxide towards

the side of the reaction vessel occurred when water was being simultan¬

eously injected (see Figure 37 ). This was what would be expected if

reaction were taking place: however, the failure of the sulphur trioxide

peak to fall to zero despite considerable variation in the water peak height

and partial pressure, was surprising.

Moreover, even though sulphuric acid was so obviously present in

the reaction vessel, a scan of the mass spectrum revealed no trace of its

expected parent peak nor was there any change in the fragment peakheight

intensities observed for sulphur trioxide and water. This was very sur¬

prising.

(iii) Interpretation of Results

Various possibilities were considered as an explanation. One was

the formation of a sulphuric acid mist, possibly invisible, which is a phen¬

omenon that has been reported for the mixing of the two vapours (|S") (16).

This type of behaviour wouid lead to most of the sulphuric acid being con¬

centrated in a small droplet occupying a very small fraction of the total

volume. However, if this were the case one would expect that sooner or

later a droplet would strike the leak and enter the mass spectrometer when
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a sudden surge in peak height would occur. This was never observed and

it seemed reasonable to assume that sulphuric acid was formed in the

reaction vessel, was sampled by the leak and then removed by equilibra¬

tion with the walls of the inlet system.

The removal of sulphuric acid inside the mass spectrometer cannot

be by ion-molecule reactions (section If page 106 ) since the pressure

in the ion source region is too low.

Experiments described earlier (section & page ) were per¬

formed which demonstrated that the temperature of the ion box was the

main factor and that if this was reduced by use of an oxide coated cathode

a mas8 98 peak could be observed. Its magnitude, however, was depend¬

ent on the magnitude of the mass 80 and mass 18 peaks and this clearly

suggested that an approach to an equilibrium was involved. It was sugg

ested in an earlier section (page ~)6 ) that the rate of attainment of such

an equilibrium would be rapid and this is borne out by the results obtained.

The temperature of the inlet line to the ionization box had no apparent

effect, whereas a change in box temperature had an immediate effect. The

conclusion to be drawn was that sulphuric acid was sampled into the mass

spectrometer along with sulphur trioxide and water but on entering the

ionization box many collisions were made with the walls, thermal equil¬

ibrium was reached and the mixture composition changed to that corres -

ponding to the box temperature and pressure before ionization by the
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elect rem beam and removal by pumping (see section 6 page 137 )•

These considerations seemed to be established by our results for

the dissociation

H2S°4 * H2° + S°3 »

and it seemed probable that a major difficulty was apparent for other sys¬

tems of interest. The formation of sulphuric acid is accompanied by a

large decrease of free energy and yet the box temperature along with the

low mass spectrometric pressure permit a reversal of the association

process. It is very probable that any other rapid association

A + B = AB

might be similarly reversed in the mass spectrometer. Thus analysis of

a reaction system for the three entities would prove difficult.

At this stage is was clear that instrumental modifications to reduce

the number of collisions made by a molecule in passing from the leak to

the exit side slits of the ionization box, would be advantageous. The ideal

would be a molecular beam ion source but this is not easy to arrange as a

probe into a diffusion flame. The next best thing seemed to be to try and

reduce the collisions as far as possible by perforation of the box walls as

has been done by McKnight ( to).

It was also considered whether work should continue with the react¬

ion of sulphur trioxide and water as a test reaction for this new method

since further difficulties were caused by adsorption on metal surfaces
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inside and outside the mass spectrometer. It was decided that a brief

attempt should be made to study the reaction of sulphur trioxide and

pyridine (or other amine) since a sulphur trioxide handling system was

available and pyridine could be very readily injected. If this reaction

proved unsuitable it was resolved to attempt the study of the reaction of

mercury and iodine which is reputed to be rapid although little if any quan

titative kinetic work has been published. Mercuric iodide is relatively

volatile and it was calculated that a reaction vessel temperature in the

range of 110 - 160°C would be sufficient to avoid blocking of the leak. It

was also decided that before attempting any full scale experiments in the

reaction vessel, mercury, iodine and mercuric iodide would be introduced

through separate metrosil leaks into the mass spectrometer in order to

study the characteristics of these substances in the mass spectrometer.

(e) REACTION OF SULPHUR TRIOXIDE AND PYRIDINE

Kistiakowsky (18) (19) has shown that the rate of reaction of boron

trifluoride with an amine is of an order suitable for study by a modification

of the Polanyi diffusion technique. Sulphur trioxide forms a similar type

(n)
of addition compound with pyridine^and it was thought that this system
might be suitable for investigation by our method, provided that the pro¬

duct was not so involatile as to block the leak, or have a dissociation energy

such that the extent of dissociation in the ionization box would be large.
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Expcrimental Observations

Pyridine was injected into the nitrogen stream passing through the

previous water line. Firstly its mass 6pectrum was investigated (see

Appendix I page 193) and then sulphur trioxide was admitted. Formation

of a product on the walls of the reaction vessel was observed; this being

either solid or liquid depending on the reaction vessel temperature. It

was also found that as the nozzle injecting sulphur trioxide was moved

towards the mass spectrometer leak this rapidly blocked, and cleared again

on swinging the nozzle away from the centre. This was clearly going to

be troublesome and it was decided to discard the pyridine-sulphur trioxide

system and proceed to another cleaner one.
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7. SOME RELEVANT DATA ON THE GAS-PHASE REACTION

OF MERCURY AND IODINE

(a) PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Very little precise data is available on the reaction of mercury

and the halogens in the gas phase. The survey of the literature described

here is primarily concerned with the reaction of mercury and iodine but

the reaction with other halogens is also covered since it is reasonable to

believe that they will react in much the same way.

Mullaly and Jacques (1) in 1924 published a paper in which they

determined the diffusion coefficients of mercury and iodine by diffusing

mercury and iodine through a pressure of about 9 mm of nitrogen in a long

tube. As fast as the vapours diffuse towards one another, they combine

and form a deposit of mercuric and mercurous iodide in the region of the

tube where they meet, the mercuric iodide being found on the iodine rich

side and the mercurous iodide on the mercury rich side. The two depoeits

were sharply divided. No estimate was made of the rate of reaction.

Other early workers were interested in the spectra of mercury

halogen flames, generally at atmospheric pressure (8) (9) (10). In two

cases (2) (3) the reagents passed down concentric tubes and reacted at the

end to form a flame, the mercury being carried along by a stream of nitro¬

gen. The parallel to the Polanyi sodium diffusion flame is evident
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although considerably higher pressures were involved.

In 1925, Polanyi (3) introduced his sodium diffusion flame tech

nique, which incidentally in the highly dilute flames version employed a

method very similar to that of Mullaly and Jacques. One of his earlier

papers (3) considers whether the alkali metals can be replaced by other

metals in their ability to react with chlorine producing a free chlorine

atom which can initiate a chain reaction with hydrogen. He found that

cadmium, zinc, magnesium, arsenic and phosphorus will all initiate chain

reactions. Although cadmium and zinc can initiate chain reactions, this

is not so with mercury. This is explained by consideration of the heats

of the reaction by which the free chlorine atom is produced.

For zinc and cadmium

Cd + Cl2 > Cd CI + CI 12. 5 k cal
Zn + Cl2 —> ZnCl + CI AH« 8 kcai

whilst for mercury it is calculated that

Hg + Cl2—> Hg CI + CI Ah ^3 18.5 teal
7

which leads to the figure of 10 collisions as being required before one

combination according to the above equation occurs. It was therefore

suggested that the mercury atoms must reach the wall before they react.

Ogg (4) working at atmospheric pressure (Polanyi employed press¬

ures of the order of 5 to 15 mm Hg) and using air as a carrier gas studied

the reaction of mercury with bromine and iodine by a method which was a
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variant 0f the life-period technique introduced by Frommer and Polanyi

(5) (see section 2 page 33 ). At a temperature of 110°C the velocity

57 _i_i
constant was estimated as being 10 to 10 c.c. mole sec and change

o o
of temperature from 110 C to 50 C produced no appreciable change in

flame size, hence the activation energy is less than 5 k cal. The rate of

reaction for iodine was very similar to that for bromine. In both cases

the product of reaction was the mercuric halide. In a discussion by Ogg

of his results he re-expressed the view of Polanyi that reaction is not

likely to occur by the mechanism

Hg + Br2 Hg Br + Br

HgBr + Br2 * Hg Br2 + Br

but is more probable by the association mechanism

Hg + Br2 * HgBr2 ,

since the first mechanism would require an energy of activation of at least

19.8 kcal for the first stage. (The heats of dissociation of HgBr and

bromine are 25.4 kcal per mole (6) and 45.2 kcal per mole (7) respect¬

ively). Exactly similar considerations were stated to hold for the mercury

-iodine reaction. The suggestion was made that the reaction might be

third-order and not second-order as assumed by Ogg in his calculations.

More recently it has been reported that the reaction of mercury vapour and

chlorine was too fast for kinetic measurements (11). It is suggested that

the main product is mercurous chloride and the results presented suggest
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that the proportion of mercuric chloride in the product increases slowly

with an increasing ratio of chlorine to mercury. For a ratio of 16 the
w*s was m jKc.trd by

percentage of mercuric salt *s only 28.6. The Hg vapour ie fro.vi evap-

o
oration at 20 C into an air stream of 5 litres per minute at atmospheric

pressure. It is not clear whether reaction occurs exclusively in the gas

phase or on the walls of the containing vessel.

The available evidence suggests that the reaction of mercury with

the halogens is rapid and proceeds by an associative process. The
63 -1-1

velocity constant is believed to be of the order of 10 cm mole sec ,

assuming the reaction to be second order.

(b) THE DISSOCIATION OF MERCURIC IODIDE VAPOUR

The first investigation (12) of the thermal dissociation indicated

roughly that at 650°C and atmospheric pressure, mercuric iodide was

twenty per cent dissociated. Rinse (13) studied the dissociation equil¬

ibrium at three temperatures.

Braune and Knoke (14) made the first accurate investigation of the

equilibrium. They showed that the equilibrium constant,

PHgI2
is given by the expression
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log10 Kp = 5. 308 - 7223 . JL_
T

where p's are partial pressures in atmospheres and T is the absolute

temperature. This expression was obtained for the range 750°K to

1170°K. It seems reasonable to extrapolate this expression to the temp¬

eratures of interest in the region of 400°K.
More recently Wieland and Herczog (15) have studied the dissoci¬

ation with the aid of ultra-violet absorption measurements and statistical

thermodynamic calculations. They show that their data together with that

of Braune and Knoke (14) yields a value of A H° = 33, 300 cals. From

Varet's data (16) on

Hg(l) + h (s) HgI2(s)

they get a value - 32, 800 cals and consider that 33, 050 cals is

probably a reasonable average.

For the equilibrium

«=* Hg(g) ♦ I2(g)
1 - X ^ ^

where X is the degree of dissociation, the value of Kpis
K = ^ 2

P P

where P is the total pressure in atmospheres.

The degree of dissociation has been calculated for various pressures
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and temperatures involved in this research, i.e. for

(i) Gas handling system, 0.1 mm at 120°, 140°, 160°C.

(ii) Mass spectrometer, lO'^mmat 80°, 120°C.

The results of such calculations are summarized below.

Tem[>erature Pressure log,0K (atj) l°g1(jK (mm) ecC mm He

80 10"5 - 14.92 - 12.04 3.0 xlO"4

120 10"5 - 13.07 - 10.19 2.6 x 10"3
120 0.1 - 13.07 - 10.19 2.6 xlO"5
140 0.1 - 12.19 - 9.31 7.1 xlO"5

160 0.1 - 11.37 - 8.49 1.8 xlO'4

From these calculations it is evident that the dissociation under

the conditions of this research can be neglected.

(c) THE THERMODYNAMICS OF THE GASEOUS REACTION OF
MERCURY AND IODINE.

It is possible to calculate from the expression for log K^, a value
for the free energy of formation of mercuric iodide in the gas phase at

298°K.

AG298 = - RT loge K

and since log, K = - 18.93 at 298°K, this yields A G„ „ = - 26.82 kcal,
10 p 298
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The heat of formation is obtained by consideration of the following heats
o

of reaction and vapourisation at 298 K

HS(D + I2(S) "^ HgI2(s) Z\H° = - 25.2 kcal (16)

%) ~ Hg(g) AH° = 14.54 kcal (17)

I2(=) - ^(g) zA, H° = 14.88 leal (17)

HgI2(.) - HgI2(g) AH° = 21.77 kcal (18)

which yields a value of H° = — 32.85 kcal for the reaction
298

Hg(g) + ^(g) —1> HgI2(g)
To summarise AG° = - 25.82 kcal

298

A.H° = - 32.85 kcal
298

from which A S° = - 23.6 e.u.
298

It is also necessary to consider the possibility of formation of Hgl by

the reaction

Hg, . + I. Hgl + I -27.5 kcal<«> 2(gi

With such an endothermicity this could scarcely be the first step in a fast

reaction.

As a result we conclude that the process muse be the simple

association of Hg and Ias was concluded by Ogg (4).
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8. THE EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE GAS PHASE

REACTION OF MERCURY AND IODINE

(a) THE MASS SPECTROMETRY OF MERCURY AND IODINE.

As described in Section 6, it was found with sulphur trioxide and

water that considerable reaction took place within the ionization chamber

of the mass spectrometer. Consequently, when it was decided that the

reaction of sulphur trioxide with water was unsuitable and that the reaction

of mercury and iodine should be investigated instead it was realised that

the characteristics of the mass spectrometry of mercury, iodine and

mercuric iodide should be studied before attempting full scale experi -

ments.

The method adopted was to introduce into the mass spectrometer

through separate metrosil leaks as shown in Fig. IfO A, samples of mer¬

cury and iodine. The system employed two U-tubes in each line, the

second one b eing held at a slightly lower temperature than the first so as

to ensure that the nitrogen carrier gas was saturated with either mercury

or iodine at the temperature of the second bath. It was also possible to

introduce mercury into the mass spectrometer by a completely separate

route^which unlike the inlet from the metrosils did not lead directly into

the ionization chamber.

It was found that iodine or mercury could be injected satisfactorily
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on its own but if injection of the other compound was carried out simul¬

taneously then the peak heights varied and one or other would be reduced

to zero. An investigation of the mercuric iodide peak at mass 454 showed

an increase in this peak height when simultaneous injection of mercury and

iodine occurred. This was indicative of reaction occurring inside the

mass spectrometer. Throughout the experiments on mercury and iodine tfie

mass spectrometer was operated with liquid air in its traps to reduce to a

minimum the mercury background from the diffusion pumps.

It was further felt that the reaction was occurring inside the ioniz¬

ation chamber( since when iodine was injecting through the metrosil the

effect of the introduction of mercury through the alternative route into the

mass spectrometer was immediate and pronounced. Since the pressure

_ 5
inside the ion source of the mass spectrometer was of the oider of 10

mm Hg and in an average Nier-type source a molecule makes fifty (I ) to

a hundred (2L) collisions before being pumped out, it will be evident that

reaction was much more likely to occur on the walls of the ion box than in

the gas phase. Accordingly in order to reduce the number of collisions

made by sample molecules before they are pumped out of the box, it was

necessary to reduce the area of the ion source walls and thereby reduce

the number of collisions.

McKnight ( Lj. ) has developed an ion source for work with corrosive

gases such as uranium hexafluoride, which has also been applied to the
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Btudy of halogen halides ( 3 ). This source is basically of the Nier patt¬

ern but the ion box is of a skeletal nature, the walls being highly perforated.

Theoretically McKnight ( t+ ) has shown that the sensitivity of this source

type is thirteen times less than that of the conventional source, assuming

that electrical characteristics are unchanged. This is to be expected

since in the Nier-type source the ratio of the pressure inside the ion box

to that in the tube is kept as high as possible consistent with the efficient

removal of the ion beam in order to minimise the effect of background

materials ( ), whilst in the perforated ion source the pressure is very

much lower. It is also evident that the effect of mass spectrometer back¬

ground will be much more pronounced in such a construction.

This loss of sensitivity was restored by (i) increasing the strength

of the collimating magnet and thereby the electron collection efficiency

and (ii) redesigning the electron emitter. In a conventional source only

about 15% of the total electron emission is drawn through the defining slits

but McKnight claimed that by redesign this was increased to more than 95%.

The filament was bent to form a point and allowed to protude through

a circular hole in a plate termed the filament shield and held at the same

potential as the filament. The sharp bend in the filament was found

necessary to maintain adequate resolution. An electron lens was formed

between the filament shield and the channel, and this helped to direct the

electron beam along the channel. The most critical part of the assembly
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Fig. 42 : Gauze - sided Nier - type Source.



was the centralizing of the filament in the hole in the shield and the

achievement of an angle of 90° between the plane of the tip of the filament

ribbon and the plane of the first slit. It was estimated that the tip of the

filament should not be more than ± 0. 015 inch from the centre of the hole.

The bottom plate of the ion box was also removed and the draw-out plate

attached to the disused repeller lead. This resulted in a considerable

change in ion optics, since the ions formed by the electron beam were ex¬

tracted by a large field penetrating through relatively wide apertures and

controlled by the draw-out plate^which may require a repulsive potential
to balance the penetrated field. In the type of source used - a converted

Metropolitan Vickers MS 2 source - the main acceleration is between plate

J3 and the split plates J and J which were held at about + 150 volts with

respect to earth, unlike the case of the Nier source in which the main

acceleration is between the plate and the collimating plate (see Fig¬

ure opposite page ). By means of the above modifications

McKnight was able to make the perforated ion source as sensitive as a con¬

ventional one(although it had the disadvantage of increased mass sensitivity.

The ion source in our instrument was modified in stages. Firstly

the solid walls of the ion box shown in Figure were replaced by stain¬

less steel gauze as in Figure i+2_. The filament assembly was also

moved forward thus yielding an increased electron beam intensity and com¬

pensating slightly for the decrease in ion beam intensity resulting from the



perforation of the ion box walls. The injection of mercury and iodine

was then re examined. When iodine was injected through the metrosil

and mercury was introduced through the alternative route no significant

effect was produced. Thus the effect of reaction in the ion box had been

removed. However, when iodine was injected through the metrosil and

mercury was introduced through a separate metrosil the iodine peak slowly

decreased to zero and did not reappear until the mercury injection was

stopped. This indicated reaction in the inlet tube. Since this was of rela¬

tively fine tubing about 3 mm in diameter, it was decided to increase the

diameter to 25 mm and investigate whether reaction still occurred in the

inlet tube. Using the arrangement shown in Figure 4° B it was found that

both mercury and iodine could be simultaneously injected. With this wider

inlet tube very little constriction was introduced above the ion box, the end

of the tube being shaped to the area of the ion box and separated by about 5

to 10 mm from it.

Mercuric iodide was also introduced into the mass spectrometer

and its spectrum examined. No appreciable iodine peak at mass 254 was

found which indicated that mercuric iodide did not dissociate under the con¬

ditions of the mass spectrometer to any appreciable extent, a finding in

agreement with the calculations in Section ~~l

It was desired to increase the sensitivity of the mass spectrometer

so that very low concentrations of nozzle reagent (under Polanyi conditions)
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fifc- 43 : Gauze-Sided Ion Source with Electron Lens.
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could be accurately measured. This was achieved in several stages.

(i) The electron emitter was modified, the filament assembly being

moved back slightly and made to protude through a plate held at the same

potential (see Figure L& ). The slits (3 mm x 0.25 mm) by which the

electron beam entered and left the ion box were replaced by large aper¬

tures (5 mm x 4. 5 mm) which permitted much more of the electron emiss¬

ion to be utilized. The bottom plate of the ion box was retained but the

repeller was discarded and the top of the ion box made of stainless steel

gauze.

(ii) An increase in sensitivity was achieved by alteration of the ion

source potentials from the Nier pattern to the Metropolitan-Vickers M.S.2.

pattern, the and plates (see Figure ^ ) being at different potentials.

When the ion box was at 1000 V, the plate was held at about 920 V and

the Jj and J^ plates were at about 125 V with respect to earth. This

arrangement created a much stronger field which penetrated through the

J j and the bottom of the ion box plates to the electron beam.

(iii) The bottom plate of the ion box was removed producing a two-fold

improvement. Firstly the pumping rate was increased and a decrease

occurred in the number of collisions experienced by a sample molecule

before being pumped out. Secondly the field produced by the J and J
1 w

plates had a much greater draw-out effect since it penetrated through

wider apertures. As a consequence the J3 plate required a much smaller



potential of only about — 10 V with respect to the ion box.

(iv) The filament shield was modified in view of the importance of

accurate positioning of the filament ribbon relative to the shield, . The

shield with the large aperture of 5 mm x 4.5 mm was replaced by one con¬

taining a circular hole of diameter 3.5 mm. Care was also given to keep

ing the tip of the ribbon vertical with respect to the draw - out plates.

The net result of these modifications was an ion source of sensi¬

tivity comparable to a conventional one but with a very much reduced

number of collisions of sample molecules with the walls of the ion box.

The detailed calculation of the mean number of collisions made in the box

by sample molecules is discussed below. It was also observed that the

new ion box operated at a much lower temperature^of the order of 90°C,
than did a conventional ion source^which operated at 180 - 200°C. This

reduction in temperature was favourable towards the mass spectro

metric detection of addition compounds.

Having achieved satisfactory xesults with mercury and iodine

injecting into metrosils as shown in Figure HO B it was decided to try the

arrangement shown in Figure H° C since for reactions in the full scale

apparatus a glass leak of the dimension used in B would cause too large

a disturbance of the symmetry of the flame whilst one of the dimensions of

C would be much more acceptable. The extension used in C was 12 mm

in diameter. It was found that mercury and iodine could be injected
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simultaneously quite satisfactorily and accordingly the large reaction

vessel was set up as desci-ibed in a later section.

(b) COLLISIONS IN THE IONIZATION CHAMBER

In the study of free radicals, Le Goff (6) has derived the expression

pi * Pi'—1
1 + k (s/a)

where p^ is the observed pressure of free radicals in the ionization box,

p^ is the pressure tLat would be observed if no reaction occurred on the
walls, k is the probability of a radical reacting on a single collision and s

and a are respectively the areas of the walls and the slits (see section

page S9 ). The ratio s/a gives the mean number of collisions made by

every particle on the wall before being pumped out. This ratio is a very

convenient term of reference by which the various ion sources used in the

research may be compared.

In the case of the earlier sources the gas sample inlet tube entered

the top of the ion box hence (i),this aperture must be disregarded for the

purposes of evacuation(ii)(the volume of the sample inlet tube should be

considered as part of the box, since at the low pressures involved mole¬

cules could leave the box for the sample inlet tube where a number of

collisions could occur before being pumped away.

The results of the calculations from the ion source geometry are



TABLE



TableI4-:MeanNumberofCollisionsinvariousIonBoxes 2

AreasofwallsinmmAreaof
SourceTypeBoxBoxandBoxandAperturesboxs/aboxs/abox aloneRepellerInlettubes „_in2andrepellerandinlet mm'

Conventional59085719,8841832.847.61100 Nier-type Gauzesidedbox:547Norepeller19,5741833.0-107 Inlettubeintobox. Gauzesidedbox:540NorepellerNot1912.8 Inlettubeendsapplicable 1cm.away. Electronlenstype497NorepellerNot2342.1 Bottomplatepresentapplicable Electronlenstype480.5NoNot369.51.3 Bottomplateabsentrepellerapplicable
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given in Table M- . The improvement that results from the use of

gauze for the sides and top of the ion chamber is very marked. In the

final form of the ion chamber most of the sample molecules will undergo

only one collision with the walls of the box before being pumped out. Such

a state of affairs is conducive to an accurate analysis of the gas entering

from the sample tube.

(c) REACTION VESSEL. MODIFICATIONS

In the preliminary experiments described in an earlier section

(page IS"8 ) on the mass spectrometry of mercury and iodine it had been

found that the mass spectrometer sensitivity was higher for iodine than it

was for mercury.

Under Polanyi diffusion flame conditions (7) the nozzle reagent

should be about a thousand times less concentrated than the atmosphere

reagent, hence one should use the reagent that can be most easily detected

as a nozzle reagent. The choice of iodine as nozzle reagent was also indi¬

cated by the unavoidable mercury background due to the mass spectrometer

diffusion pumps. Although liquid air was used throughout as a refrigerant

this did not at any time completely remove the mercury peak; this was

probably due to a certain extent to the open ion box which permits mass

spectrometer background materials to be much more prominent in the

observed spectra than in a conventional source;where a considerable press-
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ure differential between the ion box and the mass spectrometer tube
ntmfc

exists. Since the mercury background could not be eliminated it would

not be a suitable nozzle reagent, since its concentration would be small.

Indeed it might well have a peak height less than that of the background

and consequently any changes in the background would have a gross effect

on the results.

Since mercury was to be used as an atmosphere reagent it was

necessary to heat the reaction vessel to a temperature above that of any

possible bath temperature that might be used to inject mercury. This

meant a temperature of the order of 140 - 150°C for the reaction vessel,

and in an early experiment the solder sealing metal-glass seals into place

was sucked into the reaction vessel causing an air leak.

The solder was replaced with a high temperature solder consisting

of 97% tin and 3% antimony which retains its strength satisfactorily up to

200°C (8). Ordinary tin-lead solders have low strength above 150°C and

were thus rather near their limit for our use. All soldered joints in the

top plate were carefully scraped clean and resoldered with the new solder.

Sealing cf the reaction vessel was, as before, with "Gaco" syn¬

thetic rubber sheet which was protected from corrosion by a fluon sheath.

The method of moving the nozzle that had been previously used,involving a

sliding cranked jet(had proved somewhat unsatisfactory in the ease of slid¬

ing of the two brass tubes, one inside the other. A new, considerably
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more versatile method was devised. In the new arrangement, the nozzle

reagent passed through the centre hole in the top plate to a spherical joint

and thence to the nozzle as shown in Figure f-4- . Rotation of the knob A

produced a similar movement in the nozzle. Rotation of the knob B,

which was held at a fixed distance from the top plate of the reaction vessel,

caused the nozzle to pass through a vertical plane. The latter movement

was employed in order to scan through a reaction zone.

An early measuring device consisting of a segment of a plastic pro-

o
tractor proved unsuitable above 140 due to expansion in all directions and

complete loss of shape. The modified system used was to align the nozzle

and the leak by eye or with the aid of two pointers which coincided when the

nozzle was straight and, by counting the number of turns of knob B required

to produce a given displacement, the desired distance could be obtained

from calibration data obtained before construction of the reaction vessel.

This method of moving the nozzle permitted quite accurate meas¬

urement of small distances of the order of j mm, or less, which is very

useful in the region of the leak where concentration gradients are steepest.

The injection system for the nozzle reagent was attached by a

length of flexible polythene tubing to the tube passing through the top plate

of the reaction vessel and consisted of two U-tubes in the form of the usual

saturater type of system.

The mercury injection system was of the same type and was con-
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nected to the reaction vessel by a length of nichrome wound glass tubing.

A large trap was provided in the exit line close to the reaction vessel to

assist in the collection of the relatively involatile mercuric iodide.

The rest of the circulation system was as used for the sulphur-

trioxide-water investigation.

(d) THEORY OF DIFFUSION

Diffusion is a process which leads to an equalization of concentrat¬

ion within a phase. The laws of diffusion connect the rate of flow of the

diffusing substance with the concentration gradient responsible for this

flow. Since in interdiffusion at least two substances are involved there

will be more than one equation involved, in fact one for each substance

present.

The diffusion flow J of a substance is defined as the amount of this

substance passing perpendicularly through a reference surface of unit area

in unit time.

If x be the coordinate chosen perpendicular to the reference surface

and c the concentration of the diffusing substance, given as the amount of

substance per cubic centimetre, then we can express Fick's (?) first law

of diffusion in the form

J = - D _d_c (a)
d x
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where D is the coefficient of diffusion for the substance concerned. D

2 -1
has units of cm sec . D is often taken to be a constant for a given

medium, temperature and pressure but this is only approximately true.

It is to be emphasised that the above equations hold only for the case where

O is constant.

In the steady state where there is also reaction we have dc/dt = 0,

and diffusion into an element is balanced by reaction. For a second order

reaction this leads to

constant. Polanyi could only measure the concentration of one of his

reactants, the alkali metal sodium, and therefore he tried to keep the con¬

centration of the other reagent uniform throughout the vessel ( ~f ) (Heller

( |o ) has deduced accurate conditions required for this to be reasonably

true). This condition also has the great advantage of making the differ¬

ential equation linear and integrable.

Fick's second law of diffusion (9) gives

which in the special case of spherical diffusion yields

+ 2 dc\ = k (A) (B) where k is the velocity

This yields the expression
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,

^ Qn y^/y^) 2 Dy
(r2 - rl) 2 z

-where y is the concentration of nozzle reagent a distance r , z is the

concentration of atmosphere reagent when r is large, Dy is the diffusion
coefficient of the nozzle reagent and k is the velocity constant. Polanyi,

in most of his work, used two limiting values of the nozzle concentration,

the concentration at the nozzle and that at the limit of visibility of the

flame. If analyses are available throughout the reaction zone it is con¬

venient to treat the data with the equation

7 = b e"Cr *hcre cZ = kz and b is the
4 D r D

y y

nozzle flow rate in terms of moles of y per second. A plot of log yr
i

against r should yield a straight Line of slope (kz/D^)d thus yielding the
desired velocity constant.

Considerable mathematical effort has been exerted in the last

decade to correct for the simplifications of the Polanyi treatment. The

major difficulty is that the atmosphere reagent tends to become depleted in

the vicinity of the nozzle and its concentration must in fact fall to zero

there if there is to be no back diffusion into the nozzle. These require¬

ments necessitate a narrow choice of v/D^ values (where v is the velocity
of the gas emerging from the nozzle). Cvetanovic ( (i ) has published cor¬

rection graphs obtained by laborious computations, and Smith ( IX) has pub-
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lished a complete solution for the outward diffusion of nozzle reagent and

the inward diffusion of atmosphere reagent. Application of their formulae

lias only been to justify the experimental conditions of Polanyi and Kistia-

kowsky.

(e) DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT OF IODINE INTO NITROGEN.

It is now relevant to consider some values that have been reported

in the literature for the diffusion of iodine into nitrogen. The values

obtained at various pressures and temperatures (n) (iv) ('*) have been sum

marised and corrected to 0°C and 760 mm by Trautz and Miller (It).

These values are tabulated below. AndrussoW(n) has recently published

a series of values for the self diffusion coefficients and from these it is

possible to calculate a value for the diffusion of iodine into nitrogen. This

value has also been included below.

Worker Reference
Diffusion coefficient

2 ,

in cm /sec.at NTP

Mullaly and Jacques (u) 0.070

Mack (ff) 0.090

Topley and Whytlaw-Gray (151 0.0692 *
AndruBSoW («7) 0.0682

* Experiments on diffusion of iodine into air.
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lt can be seen from the above that with one exception (iifj, the agree¬

ment between the results is excellent. In the calculations that follow the

value of Mullaly and Jacques (13) is adopted.

It is desired to calculate D. XT for the conditions of the reaction
h " n2

vessel. For this an understanding of the variation of diffusion coeffic¬

ients with temperature and pressure is required.

From experimental evidence (IS) it has been shown that the diffusion

coefficient is inversely proportional to the pressure. The temperature

dependence is not as clearly known. Jost (11) has indicated that different

kinetic theory models lead to different indices but generally when *9

proportional to Tn, n has a value between 1.5 and 2.0. Trautz and Muller

((fo ) suggest a value of 1.8 for small temperature differences.

Thus we can express the diffusion coefficient of iodine into nitrogen

at pressure p and temperature T by the equation

D<-.„ -

where DQ is the value of the diffusion coefficient at 0°C and 760 mm and for
2 -1

iodine into nitrogen is 0.070 cm . see' .

2 -1
Some values of D in cm . sec . for various pressures and temper¬

atures of the order to be found in the experimental work are tabulated below.
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Pressure in mm Temperature in °C
20°C 100 C 120 C 140°C 160°C

1.0 60.4 93.5 102.6 112.1 120.9

2.0 30.2 46.75 51.3 56.05 60.45

3.0 20.1 31.2 34.2 37.4 40.3

4.0 15.1 23.37 25.65 28.02 30.22

5.0 12.1 18.7 20.5 22.4 24.2

(f) RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(i) Inveatigations of Flow Rates and Diffusion

Two types of diffusion were considered and these are discussed in

turn below; firstly, the outward diffusion of the nozzle reagent, and

secondly, the inward diffusion of the atmosphere reagent. For most of

these investigations carbon dioxide was employed as the nozzle reagent,

since this^could not take part in a chemical reaction with any of the other

materials present in the reaction vesse^awd thereby producing misleading

results. When iodine was used there was always the possibility of

reaction with a mercury background in the reaction vessel.

The stream of nitrogen carrier gas containing a small amount of

carbon dioxide was allowed to flow out of the nozzle into an atmosphere of
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Fig. 45 : Curves obtained by Heller showing Atmosphere Depletion.

( v is the velocity of nozzle gas,

p is the pressure of carrier gas,
d is the distance from the centre of the nozzle, and
r

£ is the diffusion coefficient for the nozzle reagent. )
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slowly moving nitrogen. The carbon dioxide was injected into the carrier

gas through a needle valve. It was to be expected that the concentration

of carbon dioxide would fall with increasing distance from the nozzle to a

limiting value determined by the dilution produced by the atmosphere

nitrogen. It is possible to express this in the form

Peak height of carbon dioxide at centre __ Flow rate through nozzle
Peak height of carbon dioxide at side Total nitrogen flow

This relationship was experimentally confirmed using carbon dioxide.

In the second investigation, pure nitrogen was passed down the

nozzle into an atmosphere of nitrogen containing a small amount of carbon

dioxide. The effect of different velocities of gas flow through the nozzle

on the peak height of carbon dioxide was studied by rotating the nozzle

through a plane over the leak. With high gas velocities there was very

considerable atmosphere depletion in the vicinity of the nozzle, whilst

with low velocities there was little depletion near the nozzle. Heller (io )

in his study of the sodium diffusion flame technique made a similar study

of the atmosphere depletion and using a somewhat laborious method

obtained curves of the type shown in Figure . From these curves it

was possible to deduce that

Pr " Pz

where p^ was the value of the atmosphere reagent concentration at the edge
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of the sodium flame where the depletion was nil and p was the concen-
z

tration at the centre, D was the diffusion coefficient of the nozzle reagent,
y

v was the velocity of the gas emerging from the nozzle. Dy was used as
a measure of the alteration of D (the diffusion coefficient of the atmos-

z

phere reagent which was unknown) with the total pressure and the type of

the carrier gas. Consequently, a plot of the ratio of v/D^ against the
maximum atmosphere depletion should yield a straight line as was shown

by Heller. The experimental curves obtained for the experiments with

carbon dioxide are shown in Figure and a plot of v/D^ against the
percentage depletion is shown in Figure '> in these curves a value for

Dy for iodine was employed (see page ). It was possible to vary the
velocity of the gas from the nozzle by (i) varying the flow capillaries and

(ii) using a partially open tap to bypass the circulation pump.

Heller ((o ) recommended that for quantitative determination of

reaction velocities the value of v/Dy should be kept between 5 and 12 cm *.
Kistiakowsky (20) using a somewhat smaller nozzle suggests a higher

limit for the v/D values of 16 cm . Accordingly, our conditions were

arranged so that a v/Dy value within the recommended range was obtained,
(ii) The Reaction of Mercury Vapour with Iodine

The flow rates of the two nitrogen streams were adjusted so that the

rate through the nozzle was about seven times as fast as the rate through
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The Decrease of Iodine Peak Height with Distance from the Nozzii
with Mercury present.

Data for Run 16

Distance from Nozzle in cms.



the atmosphere line. This was chosen so that the expected fall in peak

height of the nozzle reagent from the centre to the side due to dilution

would be small and the effect of reaction would be much more apparent.

Carbon dioxide was used to check that the fall in peak height was in fact

small.

The experimental procedure was to introduce iodine into the react¬

ion vessel and to scan across the central zone with different concentrations

of mercury in the atmosphere. For a fixed mercury concentration differ¬

ent concentrations of iodine were injected and scans performed of the con¬

centrations across the centre. In an average run measurements were

made at 22 points for the concentration of iodine and at most of these points

analyses were performed for the concentration of mercury. In some

scans the concentration of mercuric iodide at mass 454 was also followed.

At the completion of each scan the carrier gas flow rates and the injection

bath temperatures were measured along with the peak height for nitrogen

to check that the mass spectrometer sensitivity had not changed. Owing

to the difficulty of exactly aligning the leak and nozzle, scans were made

in a carefully selected plane that contained the closest separation between

the nozzle and the leak, a distance of some 2 mm. The shape of the plot

of iodine peak height against distance from the nozzle for a typical scan is

shown in Figure . All distances were corrected for the vertical 2 mm

gap between the leak and the nozzle.
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fig. 49 : Graph of logj^ yr against r for Runs 13, 15 and 16
(Data in Appendix IV)
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Even casual observation of the graphs obtained shows that extreme¬

ly rapid fall off of the iodine concentration is observed; very few mole¬

cules of iodine escape reaction by the time they have diffused outwards for

two centimetres. An attempt was made to analyse the data on the assump¬

tion of a second order reaction of mercury and iodine,which under Polanyi

conditions of a large excess of one reagent, in this case mercury, should

reduce to first order. For this case

« -cr , 2 ,
y = b e where c - k z

4 D r D
y y

where y is the concentration of the nozzle reagent at distance r from the

nozzle, b is the nozzle flow rate in terms of moles of y per sec., z is

the concentration of the atmosphere reagent, is the diffusion coeffic-

3 -1
ient of the nozzle reagent and k is the velocity constant in cm .mole .

sec By taking logarithms of the above equation it becomes

log yr = log b - cr
4 D

y

hence a plot of log yr against r should yield a straight line of slope c,

from which could be calculated the velocity constant. This was performed

as shown in Figure 4-*? for runs 13, 15 and 16. These should be linear

but it is evident that the concentration of iodine in the outer reaction zone

is higher than would be anticipated from the best straight line that can be

drawn through the earlier points.
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Thitf finding produced a serious mathematical problem, as shown

below, because one has to suppose that the reaction is of a higher order

than two in order to explain such findings. This was not completely unex¬

pected since it was suggested by Ogg (At ) that the reaction of iodine and

mercury is third order on the basis of the following reasoning. The exo-

thermicity of 32.85 kcal of the reaction

Hg + I2 = Hgl2

is contained in any freshly formed mercuric iodide molecule. This is in

fact the necessary energy of dissociation to give mercury and iodine. Thus

any freshly formed molecule has to suffer a loss of energy in order to be

stabilized, which implies a three body process for the completion of a

successful reaction. The process can be broken down into stages, as has

recently been done by Walsh (.22.), as follows,

X + Y = XY* (A)

XY* = X + Y . . . .(B)

XY* + M = XY + M . . .(C)

where (A) is the formation of the activated complex, which can either dis¬

sociate by (B) or be stabilized by a third body M in (C). For the steady

state

d(XY*) = k. (X) (Y) - k„ (XY*) - k„ (XY*) (M) = 0
dt ABC

Thus (XY* ) = kA (X) (Y)
kB + kc (M)
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and dOCY) = kc(XY*)(M) = kAkC <X> <Y> <M>
dt kB + kC (M)

Two cases may be considered:-

I: kn«k^ (M) i.e. high (M), then d(XY) = kA (X) (Y)c "is- A

and the reaction is second order.

II: k„»k_(M)i.e. low (M), then d(XY) = <x>B c ~ ^
and the reaction is third order.

In such a scheme the molecule M can be any of the entities pres¬

ent in the reaction vessel and it falls to experiment and analysis to deter¬

mine the relative efficiencies.

Since the concentrations of mercury and nitrogen were kept at

reasonably high and relatively constant values throughout the reaction

zone, it was thought that only iodine and mercuric iodide, the concentration

of both of which falls off from the centre outwards, couid be the vital fact¬

ors .

These general ideas of three body collisions being necessary meant

that the basic differential equation for the fall of the iodine concentration

due to diffusion and reaction has the form

Dyl&- + £ &-) = k (I2) (Hg) (M) . = kyz (M) .
dr^ r dr/

where the symbols have the same significance as on page . With the



mercury concentration being reasonably constant, this reduces the right

hand side to

= C (I2) (M) . = Cy(M).
This form of expression makes the whole differential equation non-linear

and not easy to integrate, particularly if we recall that M can be com

*

posite. Since integrated forms are not available, attempts were made to

solve the problem by using the differential expression. From the experi¬

mental data it was easy to produce graphs of the concentration of iodine

against distance from centre as shown in Figure . From such repro-

ducible and symmetrical curves dy/dr was obtained by taking differences

in values of y for equal intervals in r, plotted against r and a smooth

2 2
graph drawn. From this latter the values of d y/dr were obtained.

Such a process is subject to considerable difficulty, particularly at the

extremities of the curves.

With these data for dy/dr and d^y/dr^ it is possible to demon¬

strate in another way the deviations from the simple Polanyi conditions by

calculating the ratio A/y where A = d2y/dr^ + (2/r) (dy/dr), which

should equal kz/D^ if the reaction is first order in iodine and in mercury.
From the table of values below it is clear that the quotient A/y falls

steadily as r increases,^
If the law that the reaction followed was D(A) = kzy (M) and M

was an entity that decreased in concentration as r increases it might be

* But see Appendix II page 195
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possible that D (A) / y(M) would equal a constant quantity, kz. Certainly

some term varying in the direction indicated would be required. From

the qualitative argument given above the available entities meeting these

requirements are iodine and mercuric iodide. Our first attempts were to

see if the reaction utilised iodine as the third body by testing the constancy

of A / y . This is shown by the plot of A/y against y for the three

runs 13, 15, 16, which have been graphed earlier in Figure , on the

first order basis.

There is clearly an excellent fit within the limits of the accuracy

of the data. Another way of demonstrating the dependence on the iodine

concentration is to plot log A against log y as done in Figure Sf for the

same three experiments, where the slope of the plots now depends on the

exponent of the iodine concentration, two. The different slopes of the

graphs of A/y against y are due to different mercury concentrations,

i.e. different values of kz/D^. In fact, the slopes of the lines in Figure
501 which represent kz/D^ for the particular experiments can be plotted
against z as shown in Figure . More detailed discussion of this

graph is given later but the general proportionality of the slopes of the

lines in Figure £""2- to the mercury concentration is evident.

This treatment of the data strongly suggests that iodine is the

effective third body. It has been suggested earlier that mercuric iodide

was an alternative possibility in that its concentration decreased from
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r = 0 to r = in the general way required to counteract the drift of

A/y values as r increased. However, whilst the iodine concentration

decreases steadily to zero, the mercuric iodide cannot do so; for this

substance the limiting concentration at the outside of the reaction zone is

determined by the input of iodine and the relative flows of carrier gas. It

2
was quite easy to see by the inspection of the data that the quotient of A/y

at different values of r remained fairly constant whilst the value of A/yw,

where w is the mercuric iodide concentration, was not constant.

It is well known that in some systems different molecules have very

different efficiencies as third bodies. Perhaps the best investigated cases

are those of third bodies functioning in the recombination of halogen atoms

(ai») ( Porter and his fellow workers have reported the very high

efficiency of iodine as a third body for the recombination of iodine atoms

in comparison with the inert gases such as argon or neon (xC). Russell

and Simons have reported high efficiencies for organic molecules such as

mesitylene and benzene in the recombination of iodine atoms ). Waleh

has also discussed some of the factors which may influence the relative

efficiencies of third bodies. It is nevertheless surprising that mercuric
$

iodide itself is not a very efficient third body for the deactivation of Hgl^ .

Up to this point the data supports a rate equation for the formation
x

of mercuric iodide of the form k (Hg) (I^) and in our interpretation, which
is interwoven in the above discussion, we have assumed that the second
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iodine molecule will act as a third body. It is certainly not easy to suggest

any other mechanism for this reaction.

It is, however, pertinent at this point to deduce a third order

velocity constant for the process and to compare it with expected magni¬

tudes.

From the analysis given earlier the general equation

d (XY) = kAkC <x> <Y> <M>
d'

kB + kC <M>

was obtained, which yields a third order velocity constant kAkc^kB wken
(M). The constants kA and k^. are expected to have the

magnitudes 10* cm3, moles-*.see"*., while kg is expected to be of the
13 -1

order of 10 sec ., as a first order constant. This leads to the expect¬

ation of the value o/ 10^ cmb. molessec"*. , for the composite third

order constant. Values of this magnitude have in fact been observed for

some reactions;although considerably higher ones have also been reported

where a third body is particularly efficient. One can deduce from the data

of Dodd and Steacie () on the recombination of methyl radicals in the

presence of acetone a cons tart of 10^ cm^.moles ^.sec~*.
From our data, the value of the velocity constant can be obtained

either from the slopes of the lines in Figure £° , or an average value can

be obtained from the line in Figure S?~ (where the data are derived from

the slopes of Figure So .). The data in these various figures have been



plotted using mass spectrometer peak height in millivolts for the iodine

concentration and the method of obtaining the conversion factor of 10~**
_ 3

moles cm = 1 mV is shown in Appendix HI .

19 6 2 1
The derived third order constant is 8.8x 10 cm .moles' .sec .,

as calculated in Appendix V . This value is certainly higher than that

for reactions such as

I + I + M = I2 + M

where M is argon or neon. Moreover since this is the velocity constant

itself it seems likely that the energy of activation is almost zero. The

reaction is curious and interesting from both this point of view and from

the magnitude of the collision factor. An attempt was made to examine

the effect of temperature on the reaction and little if any effect could be

observed. The volume of data available to us at present in this study

scarcely justifies any detailed examination of the reasons for such a high

velocity constant. As indicated later there are several experimental

avenues which could be explored with advantage with the hope of substant¬

iating these findings.

The conventional explanations for other third body reactions with

high velocity constants run on the lines of assuming a lower kg for the

decomposition of the energised product molecule. This has been assumed

to occur in polyatomic molecules by the sharing of the exothermicity of

formation throughout various bonds. In mercuric iodide there are two

♦ a 50°C rise in temperature produced little effect.
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bonds and it is known that for the dissociation process

Hgl2 = Hgl + I

the endothermicity is 60 kcal., thus the 33 kcal of the heat of reaction of

mercury and iodine would not suffice to cause dissociation by this route.

It seems certain that the easiest dissociation process must be by the

reverse to that whereby the mercuric iodide is formed, i.e. the simul¬

taneous severance of both iodine atoms from the mercury. If we envisage

that this requires the exothermicity of 33 kcal to be equally shared between

the two bonds in order to produce the critical extension needed for sever¬

ance, we can see that this may not occur until many vibrations have been

j6C

accomplished. This would be equivalent to a long lived Hgl^ and a

lower than normal kB thus producing a high value for the velocity con¬

stant.

(g) SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK.

(i) Apparatus Modifications

For the particular purpose of studying reactions with mercury

vapour it would be very desirable to have a rapid and effective method of

cutting off the supply from the reaction vessel. This would mean some¬

thing of the nature of a gate valve in the inlet line to the mass spectrometer.

By operating such a valve a background reading corresponding to the static

pressure of mercury in the mass spectrometer would be obtained. Such
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a fitting would also be of use in dealing with any reactant where there is

already a background peak in the mass spectrometer. In the particular

case of mercury, it would also be advantageous to employ improved liquid

air traps perhaps cooled with liquid nitrogen rather than with liquid air.

Improved gasketing at high temperatures for the reaction vessel

would extend the range of the instrument. While it would be possible to

work as Polanyi did with two cooled ends (Z"7), it would not be very con¬

venient because any products condensed will exert a fixed vapour pressure

throughout the system.

(ii) Further Data on the Mercury - Iodine Reaction.

Studies should be made of temperature dependence, the dependence,

if any, on the pressure of the carrier gas, and the inversion of the nozzle

and atmosphere reagents. By means of the inverted system the depend¬

ence on the iodine concentration could be shown even more readily but very

great difficulty would be encountered with the low concentrations of mer¬

cury which wouidbe involved when it was used as a nozzle reagent.

Attempts should be made also to integrate the differential equation, if

necessary by numerical methods involving a computer.

Accurate cracking pattern data for mercuric iodide should be estab¬

lished and then a search made for other species such as Hgl throughout the

reaction zone.
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(iii) Other Systems

The apparatus could be applied to various reactions between ele¬

ments provided that the products were sufficiently volatile not to block

the leak. In addition, by replacing the lower part of the present jet by a

system such as a heated tube or a device for producing an electrical dis¬

charge, transient entities could be produced and their reactions studied.
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9 . SUMMARY

The Thesis describes work on the development of mass

spectrometric scanning of diffusion "flame" zones.

A survey of methods of investigating fast gas reactions, with

particular reference to those involving inter-diffusion processes

has been given.

Details are given of work with the gaseous reaction of sulphur

trioxide and water to form sulphuric acid. It was shown that in

the conventional mass spectrometer source used initially, any

sulphuric acid admitted was largely equilibrated to water and

sulphur trioxide. This invalidated attempts to study this system

and together with preliminary work on the reaction between mercury

and iodine vapours suggested radical redesign of the ionization box

and sampling system to minimize collision prior to ionization.

The redesigned apparatus was tested by an investigation of the gaseous

reaction of mercury and iodine. This was deduced to be first order

in mercury and second order in iodine and to have a velocity constant

at 150°C of 10 ^ cm^.mole"^.sec *.

Relevant literature data for the reactions of sulphur trioxide and
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water and of mercury and iodine have been given in the appropriate

sections.

: i! i.
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APPENDIX I MASS SPECTRA OF PYRIDINE

This was required for the experiments made on the reaction of

pyridine and sulphur trioxide. The mass spectrum was available in the

literature and may be compared with a spectrum experimentally obtain¬

ed by passing a stream of nitrogen over the pyridine at a carefully con¬

trolled temperature (about — 20°C) which then passed over the mass

spectrometer leak. Response was very rapid, much more so than in the

case for sulphur trioxide.

A.P.I Data 70 E V Experimental Data
87 EV

80 5.88 -

79 100 100

78 12.2 13.9

77 0.53 1.06

76 1.52 1.68

75 2.01 1.72

74 0.4 0.45

53 8.98 o.oi-H

52 70.5 73.8

51 35.8 38.5

50 26.2 28.2

49 6.53 8.5
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A. P.I Data 70 EV Experimental Data 87 E V

48* 1.26 1.10

40 1.77 8.74

39 12.0 12.3

38 6.42 6.92

37 5.15 5.64

36 1.19 1.46

* Contribution from SO^ or SO^: Allowed for by known ratio to 64 peak.
** Contribution from Argon: Allowed for by ratio to ^peak.

The comparison is quite good. It is to be noted that only the prin¬

cipal peaks are included in the above. Pyridine in its mass spectrum has

many other mass peaks, generally less than 0.57o of the intensity of the

79+ peak.
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APPENDIX II : A SOLUTION OF THE NQN-LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL
EQUATION.

A method of obtaining a solution to the equation (see section 8,

page 181)

d2y + 2 (dy) = k2y2
dr r (dr)

has been suggested by Professor E. T. Copson of the University of St.

Andrews on the lines of a derivation due to Sommerfeld (1). This is not

an exact solution, but it holds with reasonable accuracy when r —=> 0,

r —> oo and for intermediate values of r . It is of the form

y = 2 ( 1 + ( 2 )X ? ~ i
k2 r2 (. (Kkr) j *

where \ = 0.56, — = — 1/0.56 and K is a constant obtained

by fitting the curve as r —> 0 to the equation y = K/kr.

(1) Sommerfeld: Z. Phys., 1932, 78, 283.
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APPEND1X HI : DERIVATION OF THE FACTOR FOR CONVERSION

-1 -2
OF THE OBSERVED VELOCITY CONSTANT IN mV .cm TO

CONVENTIONAL UNITS.

_3
Let y mV = p. C mols. cm where p is the desired factor.

2 2
Thus jiy = p dx and d y = p d c

dr dr dy2 dr2

Now p = y mV and since
C mols/cc

#•

-9
269 mV 0.068 mm 2.64 x 10 mols/cc

lmV =f 10 ^ mols/cc.

N°W
2 2 ' -1 -1

D (d y + 2^ . d^) = K y where y is in mV K is in mV .sec
(dr2 r dr)

and thus

Dp (d c + 2^ . dc) = K'p2C^ where C is in mols. cm ^ K*is in cm^.mol
(dr2 r dr)

-1
sec

i 2
Now K = k Cjjg since Rate = kCjjgCj^

Thus k C Hff = K> P and k = K P
CHg

ii 2 2
Experimental constant K = K = (d y + £ d£) y

D (dr2 r dr )

HenCe
.. if -11 -1 6 ,-2k = K . D. p = K . D. 10 sec . cm . mol
CHg CHg
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APPEKDIX IV : DATA FOR RUNS 13, 15 and 16.

(a) DATA FOR RUN 13.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

«»•

2 2 dy d2y
■je1

A A_ A
r y dr dr r r dr dr^ y

0.2 240

0.3 130 1100 745 6.66 4960 5500 10460 81.2 0.62
0.4 80 500 310 5.0 1550 2750 4300 48.1 0.68
0.5 55 250 175 4.0 700 850 1550 23.5 0.52
0.6 40 150 115 3.33 383 450 833 21.1 0.534
0.7 31.0 90 78 2.86 223 300 523 16.8 0.545
0.8 25.5 55 54 2.5 135 190 325 12.7 0.500
0.9 20 55 40 2.22 88.8 no 198.8 9.95 0.496
1.0 16.5 35 30 2.00 60 70 130 7.89 0.478
1.1 13.6 29 24 1.82 43.6 60 103.6 7.65 0.563
1.2 11.6 20 20 1.66 33.2 50 83.2 7.15 0.617
1.3 9.8 18 16 1.54 24.6 30 54.6 5.57 0.570
1.4 8.7 11 13 1.43 18.6 20 38.6 4.44 0.508

(b) DATA FOR F.UN 15.

0.2 176
0.3 81 950 520 6.66 3460 6500 9960 12.3 1.52
0.4 51 300 195 5.0 975 1500 2475 4.84 0.95
0.5 34 170 115 4.0 460 600 1060 3.12 0.92
0.6 25.5 85 70 3.33 233 325 558 2.18 0.85
0.7 19.5 60 50 2.86 143 175 318 1.63 0.34
0.8 15.5 40 35 2.5 87.4 100 187 1.21 0.78
0.9 12.5 30 25 2.22 55.5 100 155 1.24 1.00
1.0 10.5 20 17.5 2.00 35.0 50 85 0.81 0.77

1.1 9 15 12.5 1.82 22.75 30 52.7 0.58 0.65
1.2 8 10 10 1.66 16.6 40 56.6 0.70 0.88
1.3 7 10 8 1.54 12.3 20 32.3 0.46 0.66
1.4 6 10 6 1.43 8.6 10 18.6 0.31 0.52
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(c) DATA FOR RUN 16.

0.2 114.5
0.3 61.5
0.4 38.5
0.5 25
0.6 18

0.7 13.7
0.8 10.7
0.9 8.5
1.0 6.7
1.1 5.5
1.2 4.3
1.3 3.5
1.4 2.8

530 337.
230 160
135 90
70 53
43 36
30 25
22 20
18 15
12 12
12 9
8 7.5
7 5.0

6.66 2500
5.0 900
4.0 360
3.33 176.5
2.86 103

2.5 62.5
2.22 44.4
2.00 30.0
1.82 21.8
1.66 14.9
1.54 11.5
1.43 7.15

3000 5500
1030 1930
520 880
320 496
120 223
80 142

45 89.4
45 75.0
20 41.8
30 44.9
20 31.5
15 21.1

8.95 1.45
5.00 1.24
3.52 1.41
2.76 1.53
1.63 1.19
1.33 1.25
1.05 1.24
1.12 1.67
0.76 1.38
1.04 2.43
0.9 2.58
0.77 2.71

4.ve

The data is obtained as follows:-

(i) Columns 1 and 2 are obtained by plotting the actual experi¬

mental data and reading off at equal intervals of r.
Hf diti

(ii) Column 3 is obtained mathematically from Column 2 and are

plotted to give a smooth curve from which the data for Column 4 are

arise s b«cn/je
obtained. (The apparent discrepancy in values ic ftinoe the figures in

Column 3 apply to distances of (r - 0. 05)cm and not of 7® cm as is the case

for Column 4).

(iii) Columns 5 and 6 are obtained mathematically.
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(iv) Column 7 is obtained by reading dy/dr at r = 0.25, 0.35
2 2

etc. and obtaining d y/dr mathematically.

(v) Column 8 is A = d^y + £ . dy
dr r dr

and along with Columns 9 and 10 is obtained mathematically.

The injection bath temperatures for these experiments were as

follows •

Mercury Bath Iodine Bath
Average

Mercury
Peak Height

Run 13 96 °C 12.2°C 0.9 V

Run 15 138°C 10. 2°C 3.0 V

Run 16 138°C 5°C 3.65 V
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APPENDIX V : DERIVATION OF THE THIRD ORDER VELOCITY

CONSTANT

-11 -3
As shown in Appendix III, for iodine lmV — 10 mols.cm . For

mercury it is possible to derive a similar factor by taking the peak

heights for runs 13, 15 and 16 and plotting these against the concentrations

corresponding to the various bath temperatures and drawing the best

straight line through the origin. This yields the relationship

-9 -3
1.0 volt mercury rr 17.7 x 10 mol. cm

From Figure 52 in which the slopes of the lines in Figure 50 are plotted

against the mercury concentration in volts we get an expression for

2
— - ( A/y ) in units involving mV.
°y ( z )

Correcting to obtain the more conventional units

± = 10" (A/y2)
°y 17.7 x 10-* ( Z )

2 -1
Then since the slope of the line in Figure 52 is 0.44 and Dy = 35 cm. sec ,

20
k = 35 x 0.44 x 10

17.7

k = 8.78 x 10*^ cm\ mol ^.sec *.

Average velocity constant is 8.8 x 10* ^ cm^. mol see"*.
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APPENDIX VI ; DATA FOR THE GRAPH OF THE LOGARITHM OF

(18 x 80* / 98*) AGAINST THE RECIPROCAL OF THE BOX

TEMPERATURE.

The observed peak heights less their backgrounds were used to

+ i ,

calculate the ratio (18 x 80 /98 )• The peak heights used in the cal¬

culation were also corrected for changes in the sensitivity of the mass

spectrometer by observation of the argon peak height.

Data for Figure 37 (L*et 18* x 80+/ 98+ = K )

Peak Heights in mV
80+ 18+ 98+ K l°gioK 1^T x 10

24.8 193 11.4 420 2.623 2.669
21.6 94 12.5 162.9 2.212 2.691
24.7 130 15.2 211.5 2.325 2.688
25.3 131 16.7 199 2.299 2.710
28.1 81.2 22.9 99.9 2.000 2.840
27.9 67.9 20.8 91.1 1.959 2.853
25.9 62. 3 19.2 84.1 1.925 2.857
26.2 76.5 18.4 109.3 2.039 2.840
26.5 73.5 20.0 97.7 1.990 2.849
26.8 71.4 20.2 95.0 1.978 2.857
26.0 72.3 21.4 88.0 1.944 2.857
26.9 87.5 23.9 98.6 1.994 2.849
26.5 78.7 24.7 84.6 1.927 2.849
26.2 76.5 24.0 83.8 1.923 2.873
26.3 65.3 24.4 70.4 1.848 2.914
26.2 54.9 23.1 62.4 1.795 2.941
25.5 51.1 22.2 58.9 1.770 2.958
24.1 46.8 23.9 47.3 1.675 2.971
26.8 53.5 26.7 53.9 1.732 3.003
27.3 52.0 24.8 57.3 1.758 2.949
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80+ 18+ 98f K log10K 1/T x 103

27.0 45.8 24.0 51.5 1.712 2.967
27.7 44.3 23.8 51.7 1.714 2.985
28.5 43.9 23.6 53.0 1.724 2.985
27.0 45.8 24.6 50.2 1.701 2.953
26.6 46.4 27.0 45.8 1.661 2.971
27.4 44.4 27.9 43.7 1.640 2.976
25.5 55.2 36.3 38.7 1.588 2.967
25.6 49.6 34.9 36.4 1.561 2.994
25.8 42.2 33.0 33.0 1.518 3.021
25.8 40.3 32.5 32.0 1.505 3.048
27.0 39.4 34.2 31.1 1.493 3.067
24.8 33.5 26.3 31.6 1.500 3.090
25.1 32.1 28.7 28.1 1.449 3.115
25.0 28.3 26.2 27.0 1.431 3.134
24.9 25.8 24.9 25.8 1.412 3.149
24.4 23.1 23.1 24.4 1.388 3.159
22.4 23.6 20.8 25.5 1.406 3.144
23.0 21.0 21.0 23.0 1.362 3.154
21.4 23.8 22.8 22.4 1.350 3.144
19.8 19.5 18.7 20.7 1.316 3.159
18.3 24.7 25.4 17.8 1.250 3.125
18.0 23.1 24.5 17.0 1.230 3.144
18.3 22.4 22.4 18.3 1.262 3.174
18.8 22.8 23.6 18.2 1.260 3.205
15.67 13.0 16.1 12.7 1.104 3.225
15.68 37.3 46.3 12.6 1.100 3.125
16.53 33.0 47.7 11.4 1.057 3.164
15.7 31.3 47.6 10.3 1.013 3.194
15.7 27.1 44.2 9.68 0.986 3.257
15.9 24.4 41.6 9.33 0.970 3.300
17.8 24.6 46.7 9.38 0.972 3.344
17.6 18.7 46.5 7.09 0.851 3.412




